


Lined 
N AID to meditation . . . the scent of roses  corn- 

with  the  soothing vibrations of candlelight! 
For  sanctum use . . . for rest and  attunement . . . for 
psychic experiments . . . or merely as a  pleasant  table 
adornment.  These  candles give forth the inspiring. 
sweet  fragrance of a rose garden. 

The symbology of the rose is well known to all phi- 
Iosophers and mystics. It is the universal  hieroglyph 
that  has Iinked the  East  and  West . , . the symbol of 
the  Path to Divine  Attainment . . , an  emblem  en- 
shrined  in  the  hearts of men and women everywhere. 

Try these  candles for contacts with  the  Cathedral of 
the  Soul . . . for closer, deeper  attunement. The Rosi- 
crucian  Supply  Bureau  was  abIe to contract for their 
manufacture in huge  quantities.  This makes  it  possible 
to effect a Iow price to members and friends. Ideal for 
Christmas  gifts!  Each attractive  box  contains  four 
~2-inch candles. 

IC?$$ fo l................ ".. ".. 



THE JOY OF GIVING 
T H E R E  is a  titiIIating  fascination  in  the  giving of a 

gift. The  anticipation of words of surprise by the 
receiver@  the  feeIing  that  a  natura1  obhgation to 
share Iife’s bIessings  has  been  fuIfiIIedcthe  kingIy 
state of being  an  administrator of life’s goods; 
these  thoughts  perhaps  crowd  in  upon  the  con- 
sciousness of the  sender.  More  than  that,  though, 
giving is a  symboI of sharing.  Whether  it  be  our 
weaIth,  thoughts,  abiIities, or our  home z the 
sharing of these  means  happiness.  It is  most  fitting 

at this  time of year,  when  Peace  among  men is 

so much  the  concern of  a11 peopIe,  that  the 
act of giving  aIso  receives due  attention, 

for therein Iies the  way  to  worId  peace. 
May  this spirit  be  extended  through- 

mar, 
,hes 

and  take  with  it  our 
for a 



SACRED CONCLAVE 
One of the  numerous  bathing  ghats (steps) at Benares, India, sacred city of the  Hindus  on 

the banks of the Ganges. Hindu  pilgrims come from  afar to bathe  in  the sacred waters of the 

waters as  a rite of lustration or purification, which is not  unlike  the modern Christian baptism 
Ganges and to partake of its alleged medicinal properties. They  are also immersed in  the 

although  antedating  it  by centuries. 
(Photo by AMORC) 
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THOUGHT OF THE MONTH 
ATTRACTION  AND  REPULSION 

OST persons have some un- 
derstanding of the  law of 
attraction  and repulsion 
as it relates to the phe- 
nomenon of magnetism. 
How this  law may be 
mystically applied  to hu- 
man behavior is often 
confusing  to them.  Per- 

haps the best way to  approach this sub- 
ject is to cite common  experiences  upon 
which the explanations may be based. 

Have you  not  met  persons  who  ob- 
jectively, in  their appearance-the way 
they  were  attired,  their  mannerisms, 
and features-were quite acceptable, 
and  yet you  experienced an immediate 
dislike for  them?  The absolute  objec- 
tivist, even the academic scientist, may 
explain this common  experience as aris- 
ing solely out of subtle suggestion  which 
one may not  have realized. He will 
relate  that you  eschew the presence of 
a person  because of something in his 
behavior, the scent of a  perfume, some 
slight gesture  or  accent of speech,  which 
has aroused within  your subjective 
mind  a  latent dislike identified with 
some earlier experience  now forgotten. 
In all probability, some  dislikes are  the 
results of such factors of suggestion. In 
those  instances  where the dislikes  could 
be subsequently  traced to associations 
of previous  experience it was  found that 
the dislike was  not so intense upon the 
first meeting. The experiences to which 
we  have  reference are those having to 

T h e  do with dislikes that  are realized at 
their fullest intensity upon the first 

Rosicrucian contact and  can  never be identified 
Digest with any particulars of the person. 
December It has been  reported to us-and per- 
1953 haps  you  have  experienced  it-that the 
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feeling of re ugnance was even  had 
when approaciing  the back of an indi- 
vidual. There  are also  cases of such 
repugnance being  experienced  by mere- 
ly enterin  a room from which an 
individual $as just exited. Acting on 
the assumption that such might  have 
been  caused  by  some lingering scent, 
which, as  a  subtle suggestion, aroused 
the feeling of repugnance, experiments 
were  conducted with that view in mind. 
The same perfume, if the subject was a 
woman,  was  used  by another subject 
who then confronted the person with- 
out  similar sensations  being  aroused. 
Also, there were attempts at duplicat- 
ing  the odors of clothing  such as  the 
scents of leather dressing and textile 
dyes-materials  which had been  worn 
by the person  who had  just  left  the 
room.  But  these  were without success, 
for there  was no response to them. It 
was apparent  that  there was  something 
far more intangible which  was  causing 
the peculiar  sensation of repugnance. 

Do thoughts, habits, or subjective in- 
clinations which are of a nature to be 
offensive  to normal persons, actually 
radiate some quality even when  they 
are not objectively manifested? Does a 
malicious character  generate  a  subtle 
force that  can be felt, though no overt 
act or word  accompanies it? As much 
as some may deny  it,  our  thoughts do 
have an effusion from 'our persons. 
The qualities of that  particular  emana- 
tion from the  human body, which  we 
call the  aura,  are quite  apparently  af- 
fected by the  real personality of the 
individual. No matter how  one may 
try to cloak  his intentions  and his feel- 
ings, the emotions and thoughts  do af- 
fect the  spinal nervous  system and, 



what is more  important, affect the sym- 
pathetic  nervous  system. This  latter 
system  is  responsive to  those higher 
frequencies  which, because of their  un- 
limted nature, we call infinite. Like 
an electromagnetic field, the radiations 
from  the aura heterodyne, that is,  dis- 
turb  the relationship of certain other 
similar fields with  which  they may be 
brought into contact. Or,  such  fields 
may be brought  into resonance, that is, 
harmony,  with  each other. 

Like polarities of ma etized sub- 
stances, as we  know, wi Y 1 repel each 
other;  those of unlike  nature will be 
attracted to each other. The magnetic 
field as a  kind of stress is invisible. It 
is only known to us by means of its 
manifestation-its action upon  other 
things or conditions. It is also only 
under  the most unique  circumstances 
that  an  aura  can be  “seen.” Then, 
actually, we are not “seeing” the  aur?. 
Certain psychological as well as 
cal conditions are produced as t EhYS1- e  re- 
sult of the  aura,  and  that is what we 
see. When we “see” an aura, it is the 
secondary effects which  have become 
visible. 

It ma be  asked, why do  ersons’ 
auras  w h ’ch are charged  di 2 erently, 
because of entirely opposite ersonali- 
ties, not attract each  other?  Ekewise, 
wh is it that persons  whose interests 
a d i d e a l s  are similar find  pleasure in 
the company of each other? This, most 
certainly, is  counter to the law of at- 
traction and repulsion, as we  know it 
in the phenomena of magnetism. 

Sympathetic Responees 
We should  not real1 say  that  auras 

are  attracted or repu 9 sed, but  rather 
that  they  are  in  harmony or  not in 

with  each other. Let us use 
the  ana ogy of two  tuning forks which 
have  been  struck  simultaneously with 
a  small mallet. If they  are so con- 
structed that  they will vibrate at  the 
same  frequency  or itch, then  they will 
be in resonance,  or R armony,  with  each 
other; in fact, the will vibrate in 
unison. If one of %e  forks is struck 
and  not the other, the vibrations of the 
air, set up by the fork  which has been 
struck, will induce the second fork to 
vibrate with  the  one  which  has been 
set in motion  b the hammer. The sec- 
ond  tuning for I has  not been “attract- 

harmonr 

ed” to the one which was struck. Its 
nature was of such  kind that it was 
equally affected by  the similar condi- 
tions. Each aura, likewise, has  a cer- 
tain general consistency. It is built up, 
to use a phrase, from  our  emotional 
and psychic  selves, to have  a specific 
vibratory  nature. The  aura,  we  can 
say for further analogy, is like a  par- 
ticular  musical  note of our being. It 
represents the integrated  attributes of 
our whole  nature-just as a  painting 
of many colors presents an over-all ap- 

earance of either lightness or darkness. 
%he aura will thus respond  to any con- 
dition having  a  vibratory nature  similar 
to its own. Two auras  may  not be 
identical, but  they  ma  be  similar 
enou  h in their over-a1 r nature  that 
they  tecome sympathetic. Whatever is 
conducive to  our  nature,  that  which  we 
like, we find pleasure in and we  desig- 
nate it as “good.” So, when we respond 
to the  auras of others, it is because we 
are  really reacting to  a state or condi- 
tion nearly approaching  our own emo- 
tional and  psychic  nature. 

The  aura of a  morally  corrupt per- 
son  would bring  just as much satisfac- 
tion to some  persons as would a  highly 
spiritually evolved one  to  another per- 
son. The evil person would find pleas- 
ure in being  brought into contact  with 
an aura  that complemented his own; 
he would find himself in attunement 
with  its vibrations. Therefore,  unlike 
the phenomena of magnetism  and elec- 
tricity, similar behaviors and  habits 
will cause  a  grouping of people;  dis- 
similar ones will cause  a  separation of 
them. 

Where states or conditions of an ap- 
parentl  unlike  nature  are  attracted to 
each o&er, it is  because each is insuf- 
ficient. The opposite of one  is the ele- 
ment  that is erhaps needed to bring 
about the sufffciency of the other. In 
this sense, then, we have  really  another 
example of a kind responding to its own 
nature.  The  unlike  thing  or condition 
is actually  a  necessary  part or element. 
It is not truly foreign. It really be- 
longs to that to which it becomes unit- (@ 
ed. To use  another  homely  analogy, in 
appearance  a  wheel is different from 
an axle, and  yet the completed wagon 
needs the wheel as well as the axle. 
If the axle could  seek the wheel, we \!, 
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would not say  that it was  being  at- qualities  to our perception-but they 
tracted  to an unlike  nature,  but  rather really belong together. Things  may be 
that it was  being  brought into  harmony alike-such as human behavior-and 
with  a different element necessary to respond to each other  sympathetically, 
the fullness of the functioning of the yet  they  are not attracted in  the sense 
wagon. Positive and negative, there- of being inexorably drawn to  each 
fore, are merely arbitrary terms as- other. 
signed to that which has  different (Reprinted from the Rosicrucian Forum) 

V A V  

Are W e  a Good Investment? 
By 0. G. KINGDON, F. R. C. 

Master, Hamilton Chapter-Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
HERE are  two  qualities of  be taken  into  the  next life. On  the 
investment:  material and other  hand, if we  are good investments 
spiritual. The  usual in- the Cosmic will protect us to the high- 
vestment dealswith mon- est point of consciousness, the highest 

and  always with the point of our  understanding at this stage 
!$;a of profit or gain- of our evolvement. Therefore,  let us 
whether   i t   be   s tock,  increase the Divine  investment in us. 
bonds, O r  PrOPedY. This In  the “Parable of the Talents” in 
is the  material idea. On  the Bible, it is recorded that a  Master, 

the other  hand, God has invested in us about to go on a journey, gave to his 
a Pad of himself. This is  the  spiritual servants  his goods for investment. To 
idea. one he gave five talents, to another 

Are we  a profitable investment?  Are two talents, and to another  one  talent, 
we gaining creative ideas, evolving our accordin to their abilities. Upon his 
consciousness, and using  ourselves as a return &e Master  had  a reckoning 
channel  for Light, Life, and Love? Or with his servants. The  man  with five 
are we so involved in business and talents  had gained five more; the  man 
material activities that  there is no time, with  two  had also increased his by 
thought,  or  ener  for  higher  things? one hundred percent. The Master com- 
The government yas  instituted  laws  to mended the  servants  who  had increased 
rotect investors. Even so the Cosmic their  talents  by saying, “Thou  hast 

[as Divine Laws to protect the  spiritual been faithful over a  few thin s a  I yill 
investments. When  we fail to use our make  thee d e r  over many &I s. 

The God- ’ven  talents,  to heed the higher The  man who had received  on y one 
imputes  and intuitions, we  invariably talent  had not tried to use  even that 
suffer  in conse  uence. We  cut our- one. Using  fear as an excuse, he  hid 

Digest selves off from  t ll e  Divine Source. We his  talent in the  earth. The Master 
December still  can be materially successful but spoke in terms of scorn to  this  servant, 
1953 the price is high. The  material  cannot and said, “Take  this  talent  and give it 

B 
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unto  him  who  hath  ten talents. For to 
him  that  hath  shall be  given, and  he 
shall have  abundance:  but  from  him 
that  hath not  shall be taken  even that 
which he  hath.” 

Do we sometimes think too lightly of 
ourselves and our seemingly  small tal- 
ent? Do we  use  this as an excuse for 
doing nothin to increase  its  value? 
However  sma B 1 it seems, it can  be used, 
it can be increased if we even  m 
a  small  way.  Never  think T t at  the ef- 
fort is not observed and encouraged by 
the Cosmic. How  can we  ex  ect to 
ain more if we  do  not use w i at we 

fave? Every  person is an individual 
personality, unique  and distinct from 

all others. Take for example an in- 
ticate machine. You see it o erating 
smoothly. You do not see eact small 
screw  or bolt, or the small  drop of oil, 
all of which  have  a  necessary part in 
the smooth functioning of the  machine, 
So none of us, as a  art of the  Grand 
design of the Master  %udder, can leave 
undone his part even  though seeming- 
ly small. 

May we all think and strive to be 
good  Cosmic investments  and warrant 
the commendation of the Cosmic. As 
Jesus said, “You have been faithful 
over a  few things, I will make  you 
ruler over many things.” May  this 
benediction rest upon us all. 

V A V  

THE GUIDING LIGHT 
By ARTHUR C. PIEPENBRINK, M. A., F. R. C. 

NE stormy afternoon, a impossible. Fully aware of this danger 
country doctor had un- the doctor approached  with some cau- 
dertaken  a  ‘ourney of tion that  part of the homeward path, 
over a  mile by foot. A when  there  appeared before him  a soft 
patient  had sent a mes- light, seemingly  radiating  from his 
senger to report  a serious body. It extended  outwardl in  front of 
failing of health. Part of him for several feet. The EgKt remained 
the  journey led over  a until he had safely stepped his way 
narrow  path  that bor- over the broken terrain.  The doctor 

dered  a  mountain  stream. The  rain  had thankfully realized that  he  had been 
caused the  stream to swell and raise its guided by  a force greater than his 
level several feet. Even  by  daylight physical capacities. 
and  with  the  path  intact,  the  travel The light was not an imagined one, 
was difficult. The doctor and ?lessen- for it permitted him  to see his way 
ger,  however, made the ‘o~rney 111 good across a  hazardous  athway;  neither 
time. Through  the  a plication of some did it have to  be thel$nd of light that 
medicine and  metap P, ~ s i c a l  principles is  apparent  to  normal objective  vision. 
of which the doctor  was aware, the pa- It could  be explained that only he was 
tient’s suffering was alleviated. able to perceive a lighted ath in front 

The doctor remained several hours, of him;  that is, such liglt need  not 
in order to witness any change in  the necessarily be Seen by  anyone else. 
patient’s condition, and it was  after It must also  be remembered in this 
dark  before he took his leave. The case, as  with  other  phenomena of this 
rain  had abated somewhat, but  a light sort, that we never  really see anything; 
drizzle still fell. Without  a  light of any rather, we perceive what is in reality 
kind, the doctor prepared to o e his a subjective impression.  All conscious 
way home through  the  inky  %&ness. impressions then, most of which we 
Meanwhile the  narrow  path along the seem to perceive outwardly, are  in  a 
stream  had  washed  out in places, and sense subjective ones. It 1s upon the 
to try to traverse it by dark could prove screen of the consciousness that  a light 
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wave or sound wave  first impresses us. 
We  then perceive that conscious im- 
pression as being a world of objects or 
things a art from us. It is easy to un- 
derstan B , from this, how  even a psychic 
im ression (an impression  made u of 
higKer or lower  wave len ths than Jose  
reaching us through the p Yl ysical senses) 
could  be perceived as an objective  con- 
dition or as a world of things apart 
from us. 

We know it is ossible to be aware 
of conditions or Rappe-gs at great 
distances beyond the  range of physical 
vision. During such instances we per- 
ceive places,  people and  ensuing action. 
It is only  natural  that we associate 
light  with objects and action visible to 
us, for we cannot see a thing without 
light. Yet in distant or psychic per- 
ception of events, there is no  physical 
visible light  which flows from us and 
lights up a scene. In visualization, as 
well as dreams and  other  psychic im- 
pressions, the ability to perceive an 
thing does not require  that  light li 
present in any physical sense, yet  the 
very  fact  that  we  can  perceive  a  thing 
necessitates the presence of light to 
satisfy our reasomng. 

The doctor then,  who could clearly 

perceive the broken path  before  him, 
did  not  need  a  physical  manifestation 
of light in order to make his walkin 
possible.  Yet he himself  experience! 
a  “lighted” path. He simply perceived 
a clear picture of what  lay in front of 
him in total physical  darkness, as any 
other  person of mystical  development 
might  perceive  a clear picture of a situ- 
ation lying outside the  range of normal 
vision, whether it be three feet  or  three 
thousand  miles  away. 

It doesn’t make  much difference to the 
individual  whether he experiences  a 
thing  throu h normal or extra-normal 
perception. h e  himself is vividly aware 
of the condition in either case. Normal 
perce tion is a result of light, sound, 
or oger  waves hitting o w  sensory or- 
gans and  thereby  causing  impressions 
on our consciousness. Most peo le  are 
equally sensitive to these same  p R ysical 
waves and consequently erceive the 
same world. Extra-norma P perception 
is a  result of different frequency waves 
hitting our consciousness, sans eyes, 
ears, nose, etc., with  such  intensity as 
to close out any physical impressions, 
thus causing us to perceive what  may 
actually  not be there or certainly  what 
is not  apparent  to others about us. 

V A V  

s 
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A TRIP  TO  ROSICRUCIAN PARK 
For many members  throughout  the  world, a vista of Rosicrucian Park must  remain 

a dream,  To their friends, they can merely talk  about the beautiful  buildings, the  large 
museum,  library,  planetarium, and the temple,  all of which are  sources of pride in 
the  institution behind the organization. 

However, the members who do visit  the Park,  take no finer  picture home-no more 
appreciative  evidence of the buildings  and  grounds-than a  set of postcards with  views 
of Rosicrucian  Park. These  view cards may be yours by  mail.  They are very hand- 
some and you may use them for  your  friends. 

Order  an  assortment of twelve  (six different views) for 80 cents (5/9 sterling), post- 
paid. (6 views are in color-state  whether  color or mixed is desired.)  Additional 
cards, 5 cents  each. No sale for  less than  twelve postcards. 

THE ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY  BUREAU 
San  Jose,  California 

1953 
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By JOHN PALO, D. C., F. R. C. 
First  Assistant  Oreat  Sachem of the Indian  Association of America, Inc., 

(Article reprinted from Smoke Signals, July-Aug. 1953) 

T HERE has  been so Sittin Bull, the Medi- 
much publicity re-  cine d m ,  often con- 

garding  the  rightful  or fused with Chief Sitting 
legal burial  place of the Bull,  was a  Hunkpapa 
long-departed Sitting Sioux. It was Sitting 
Bull that we feel the Bull, the Medicine Man, 
following information,  who received so much 
from history in the life adverse publicity for his 
and times of this famous A Medicine Bundle role in Custer’s Last 
Indian, will be of pres- Stand. Sitting Bull lived 
ent interest. most of his life along 

“Public h e m  No. 1”; “More prim- the  Grand  River in South Dakota  sev- 
itive politician J a n  warrior”; “Sitting eral miles east of where Chief Sitting 
Bull, The Bad”; ““not a chief, but  a Bull lived. 
medicine  man,  and, as  such, a  capable Father A.  McG.  Beede,  who spent 
agitator.” . . . These, and  other phrases, the  greater  part of his life  among the 
have  been connected with  the  name of Sioux Indians, gives us some interest- 
Sitting  Bull, the famous Indian involved ing information  about  Sitting Bull, the 
in Custer’s Last Stand. Medicine  Man. In his book Sitting  Bull- 

Records  show that  there  were  actual- 
ly two famous Sioux Indians called Sit- 
ting Bull. Some authors  have d i s h -  
guished  between  them, ri htl  or 
wrongly, as Sittin Bull, the &o{ and 
Sittin Bull, the %ad, the  latter Sitting 
Bull teing  the one  involved in the 
Custer episode. This classification,  how- 
ever,  seems unjustified in  the  light of 
available information. The more ac- 
curate differentiation would  be that of 
Chief Sitting Bull, and Sitting Bull, the 
Medicine Man. 

Chief Sitting Bull  was an Oglala 
Sioux and was  not involved in the 
Custer battle. He took part in signing 
the  truce of 1867 which established the 
Sioux reservation, the  land  which would 
belong to the Sioux “as  long as the grass 
shall grow and  the  water flow.” He 
was on friendly  terms  with  the U. S. 
Government,  and  on his visit to Wash- 

The  ington, President Grant gave him  a ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  rifle as  a gift. (This gun is now in  the 
Museum of the American  Indian, Heye 

Digest Foundation in New York City.) Chef 
December Sitting Bull  died a few months  prior to 
1953 the Battle of Little Big Horn River. 
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Custer, Father  (later  lawyer) Beede, 
speaks of Sittin Bull’s insight  into cer- 
tain religious ifeas. “I have it on good 
authority  that Sitting Bull  not  infre- 
quently ra ed to Jesus, and  that  he 
spoke of gt. Kary as a  human  incarna- 
tion of the  mystxal ‘Mother’ whom all 
old-time  Dakotas  were  taught to adore.’’ 
He speaks further of Sitting Bull’s psy- 
chic powers. “Sitting Bull, I think, did 
possess unusual powers in  the  heathen 
oracular divination. My sense of truth 
re uires this statement. I study his 
w&-attested words and acts in the  light 
of which I myself have  seen  among In- 
dians. At times his soul seemed to 
leave his body in part, while his body 
became somewhat rigid, and traveled 
far  away  to regions where  he  beheld 
the movements of men  and  heard their 
thoughts as if they were  speaking  them 
in words. Difference of language seems 
to have  been  no  impediment. Besides 
such an experience as this, there  are 
many  other things, including the fore- 
telling of future events, which I can 
account for only  on  the ground that 
miracles of power and  mirdcles of glory 
are allowed to occw  among the  heathen 



as well as  among Christians. And I am 
inclined  to  think that such  miracles oc- 
cur more  frequently among the heath- 
en. In their lack of the one  ever-per- 
petuated  miracle of y c e ,  they  have 
more  painful need o other miracles. 
The power of Deity  is  not restricted.” 

Sitting Bull  became a problem to the 
United  States Army  when  he refused to 
enter an  Indian reservation in 1876. 
Records indicate that gold was  found 
in the Black Hills which resulted in a 
crowding out of the  Indian residents. 
Not happy about being  moved, the  In- 
dians became restless. The Battle of 
Little Big Horn River,  sometimes re- 
ferred to as “Custer’s  Last Stand”  en- 
sued. The  full details of this famous 
battle are vague as Custer’s full force 
(about 250 men) was killed. 

Chief Dewey Beard,  one of two  Sioux 
Indian survivors of the battle, is of the 
opinion that  the whole incident  was 
touched off when the soldiers killed an 
Indian boy who was hunting  for his 
Pony. 

Most authorities claim General Cust- 
er, seeking to engage the Indians, un- 
derestimated the SIOUX forces so that 
he  and his men  were  subsequently 
wiped out. According to James Mc- 
Laughlin in My Friend, the Indian, 
Sitting Bull at the  time was in the hills 
“makmg medicine,” where he accurate- 
ly foretold the battle. 

We are told that Sitting Bull went 
a t  night  to  find Custer’s body; that  he 
made  medicine and  that  the spirit of 
the dead general  appeared and  they 

conversed together. During  the con- 
versation, Custer warned  Sitting Bull 
that  the whites  would kill him  in 15 
years  by  treachery. When  the host 
of Custer left, Sitting Bull covere! the 
dead officer’s face with a silk handker- 
chief  which the General is said to  have 
given him some few  years previous. 

The incident occurred in 1876 be- 
tween Christmas and New Year. The 
whole white  nation rose in indignation 
labeling  Sittin Bull  “Public Enemy 
No. 1,” etc. T i e  United States armed 
forces, under  General Miles, met  and 
attacked the Sioux band.  Sitting Bull 
managed  to flee to Canada with some 
of his warriors. 

After the national  anger  had cooled 
down, Sitting Bull went back to South 
Dakota. He was  arrested,  but the 
United States Government was  forced 
to set him  free. There was no case 
against him. That  the Indians,  for once, 
won a  battle  against  the U. S. Army 
did not  automatically  make  Sitting Bull 
a  criminal.  Sitting Bull then  spent most 
of his days on  his old stamping  round 
along  the  river above MobriIge in 
South  Dakota. We  are told that  Sitting 

him.  Though %e rarely spoke of the 
Bull never  for ot Custer’s warning  to 

Custer  episode (especially to  white 
men), he did mention the  warning  to 
his fellow tribesmen several times. The 
alleged  prophecy  was fulfilled. In  the 
7th  month of the 15th  year (1890), 
Sitting Bull  was  assassinated by agents 
of the government at Standing Rock. 

(A pictograph by Sitting Bull himself. It constitutes a 
section in his autobiography.) 
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By RALPH M. LEWIS, F. R. C. 
PART  TWO 

A 
:Eii 

BELARD, a French 
scholastic philoso- 

pher of the twelfth 

e scholasticism 
of the Church. The 
Church  had sought to 
confine all knowledge 
merely  to dialectical 
arguments concerning 
its own dogmas; men 
were  not allowed to 
go  beyond the doc- 
trines of the Church. 
Their analyses, their 
thou hts, were limited 
merey 9 to   sp l i t t ing  
hairs  about these  dog- 
mas. The  si tuation 
was like that of a child 
wi th  a number  of 
building blocks. All 
that  he could  do  was 
to continue to rear- 
r a n  e these  same 
buil%ng  blocks.  Abelard  declared that 
it is not ungodly, it is not  un-Christian, 
to doubt and to wonder, nor  to seek 
beyond what we  now possess in the 
way of knowledge. 

More and more  the  men of the  West 
turned  to  the writings of Aristotle, for, 
to  them, Aristotle seemed to  open the 
door to a  vast  world of learnin The 
Church  was  alarmed at this, %ut it 
could not stem the surge  toward ra- 
tionalism. It could not  dam en  the 
ardor  for knowledge.  FinaKy, the 
Church decided  upon  a saving and  very 
adroit move. It found that  by making 
relatively slight changes and deletions 
in  the writings of Aristotle. Doints 

boldly criti- 

The which  were  nocquite  consistent 4th its Rosicrucian dogma, it could then adopt Aristotle’s 
writings wholeheartedly. It had re- 

Digesf viouslv  used  Aristotle’s  loeic. but  Rad 
December now (aken into  its  embraze  his  entire 
1953 science, with of course certain deletions 
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to its own advantage. 
It then declared that 
Aristotle stood for  the 
acme of all knowledge. 
It was intended that 
men would  seek no 
further than Aristotle; 
the should not o on 
an8on  but shou Y d  be 
confined to Aristotle. 

Since  the Church 
now appeared to be 
liberal, ostensibly so, 

ceased their  iniepend- 
at least, many ersons 

turned  to  the Church 
ent inquiries and re- 

and those  teachings of 
Aristotle which it ex- 
tended.  Actual1 , the 
Church had  ma B e Ar- 
istotle become the I;?i- 
tation of knowledge m 
order to serve  its own 

mind. The Church sought to keep  men’s 
res t r ic t ion of man’s 

minds  harnessed to what she, alone, 
doled out. Thus, Aristotle, once the  great 
light of knowledge, had  now become, 
through  this method, an instrument for 
the suppression of knowledge. 

Some thinkers, however,  resented 
any restrictions being  placed upon 
them.  They resented any subjects or 
any classification of knowledge as be- 
ing a boundary for their thoughts, and 
they  continued in increasing  numbers 
their  independent search. The postula- 
tions of St. Thomas Aquinas  once again 
saved the Church’s position. Aqmnas 
made a definite distinction between 
faith on the one  hand, and reason on 
the other. In substance, he declared 
that  in  the temporal world, in the 
world of science, men should and must 
use  reason, and without limitation. 
Conversely,  however, in divine  matters, 
there blind faith and belief transcend 



reason. Thus, Christians must  not at 
any time  apply reason to the theology 
of the Church.  This  permitted  men  a 
pursuit of knowledge m worldly fields. 
They were free to prticipate  in  any 
science and  the C  urch could help 
them  in  that regard. On the  other 
hand, however, it bound men  not to 

%e  dogmas of the Church. Today,  this 
uestion with reason the doctrines or 

continues to be  one of the basic re 
cepts of the Roman  Catholic Churcl. - 

On February 19, 1473,  Nicholas  Co- 
pernicus  was  born. He was a man  to 
shake the  smug  im  ort which men  had 
attached  to  themsekes and which they 
had assigned to earth. He entered the 
University of Cracow in  the  year 1491. 
Later  he studied  law,  astronomy, and 
medicine in Bologna and Padua,  Italy. 
In  1500, he was called to Rome to oc- 
cupy  the  Chair of Mathematics. In 
about 1507, he began to believe that 
the  earth moved about  the  sun, and 
worked  on the ex osition of this  theory 
until  the  time of L s  death. He delayed 
publicizing his theory because he 
feared, and  rightly so, the Church’s 
charging  him  with heresy. 

Tbeologw  Versus  Science 
If the  earth is the center of the  uni- 

verse, then  man,  by  residing  on the 
earth,  might  well be the principal ob- 
ject of  God’s attention. In fact, the 
theology of the Church had long taken 
this position. Man is im  ortant in the 
universe because the  ear& is important. 
The earth’s existence as the  center of 
the universe and  its being the  human 
habitat would make man  the  rinci a1 
object of God’s attention.  On &e otier 
hand, suppose the  earth is only one of 
the planets and  that  it is  not the larg- 
est! In  such a case there would be no 
reason to believe that  man is so im- 
portant in  the scheme  of the universe. 
It was along these lines that  the  Church 

was clargelwith belittling the dignity 
subse uentl attacked  Copernicus. He 

of man  and his divine status by postu- 
lating  a  theory  that  the  earth was  not 
the center of the universe. Copernicus 
died May 24,  1543, just as his helio- 
centric  theory (the sun as the  center of 
the universe)  was being  published. 

We cannot dwell here upon the  mar- 
vels of the reasoning of Copernicus. It 
is necessary,  though, that we touch 

briefly on  a few of the highlights. 
Copernicus  suggested that  the universe 
is spherical because the sphere is the 
perfect  whole. The sphere, he con- 
tended,  is unjointed and it is  most ca- 
pacious. He also stated that everything 
tries to attain  the form of a sphere: 
drops of water  as well as  other fluids, 
even  the  heavenly bodies appear to  be 
spherical. It is  amazing that Copernicus 
was making  statements which are con- 
tiguous to points in  the modern doc- 
trine of relativity. He declared that 
movement  depends upon  relationship 
of the observer to the object. If the ob- 
server,  on the one  hand,  and the ob- 
ject, on the other, are movin 
at  the same velocity, then  t % e together move- 
ment  is  not noticed. For analogy, if we 
are riding in a  train,  and  another  train 
is beside us, traveling at the  same rate 
of speed, neither we  nor  the  other  train 
seem to be moving. The can0 y of the 
heavens,  Copernicus said, f; oes not 
move; the planets do,  however. At 
times  these planets  seem to be at vary- 
ing distances from  the  earth: sometimes 
closer, sometimes farther.  Thus, it 
would ap  ear  that  their dependence- 
because ofthis variation-is  upon  some 
body other than  the  earth.  He pro- 
posed that  the sun was most probably 
the  center of the attraction of these 
planets. 

Unfortunately,  available knowledge 
was insufficient at  that  time  to support 
Copernicus’  theory. It required  another 
great  thinker,  as profound and as cou- 
rageous as he, to provide the empirical 
proof for the Copernican Theory.  This 
man was Galileo, born in  Rsa, Feb- 
ruary 18, 1564. We note  that Galileo 
was  born in the same  month  but  one 
day  earlier  than Copernicus-though 
ninety-one  years  later. Ris father  had 
destined him for the profession of 
medicine. The older  Galileo was  a 
mathematician,  but desired his son not 
to  ursue  the  same profession. Never- 
theress,. young Galileo  chose his  father’s 
profession of mathematics. 

After  a  pointment  to the University 
of Pisa, Ealileo devoted  himself to a 
study of the laws of motion. One of 
the first things  which he did  was to 
dis rove Aristotle’s theory  that objects 
f a f   a t  a speed  proportionate to  their 
weight. Aristotle had presumed that  all 
heavy objects fall at a  greater speed 
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than li hter ones and  no one had ever 
taken %e time  nor  the  trouble to find 
out  whether  that was true. Galileo 
demonstrated that objects fall alike, re- 
gardless of their wei  ht, if they  are not 
impeded  by air  or o P; er conditions. H i s  
doctrine of inertia  was an outstanding 
contribution to science. He proved that 
bodies when once set in motion remain 
so, and  that  they continue in the same 
direction, the only exception  being the 
possibility of their  having been affected 
in some way by other forces. This 
doctrine of inertia  refuted  the claims 
of the anti-Copernicans. They  had  at- 
tacked Co ernicus especially on the 
grounds J a t ,  if the  earth revolved 
about the sun, as he  had claimed, then 
objects thrown  into the  air would re- 
main suspended in air. 

Contrary to general opinion,  Galileo 
did not  invent  the telescope; rather, he 
perfected the first one, made it much 
more efficient. In 1610, using one of 
these early  instruments, he proved that 
the  Milky Way was not  a solid mass 
of light  but consisted of myriads of 
stars. Likewise, he demonstrated that 
Venus has  sides and  he used this  as 
an  ar ment to show that Venus re- 
volveEbout  the sun. In 1613,  Galileo 
began to show his  support of the Coper- 
nican  Theory. Immediate1 he was 
warned  b  the Catholic theorigians  not 
to teach, Zefend,  or  expound the Coper- 
nican doctrinethat such was heresy. 
In spite of this, Galileo  published in 
1632 his Dialogues on Systems of the 
World. This  was  nothing  more than a 
thinly disguised definition of the teach- 
ings of Copernicus  which had  intrigued 
him  and aroused a  great  admiration. 
The book became the best seller of its 
time. It was exceedingly popular  among 
the intelligent, inquiring minds. 

A year later, as a  result of that publi- 
cation, Galileo  was called before the 
Church‘s Inquisition. Following the 
hypocritical  trial, he was  forced to re- 
cant  his views. He died January 8, 
1642. Strangely enough, this was the 
very  day  that Sir Isaac  Newton  was 
born, and who  came to carry on  where 
Galileo left off. It is also significant 
that  the dates of the  birth  and  death 
of Copernicus,  Galileo, and Newton, 
men so much alike, men who  brought 
new knowledge to the world of mental 
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darkness, were so unusually linked  to- 
gether. 

Copernicus and Galileo  became the 

of all those who  souglt to  break with 
champions, or, we  ma say, the heroes 

the old  theological restrictions. Men 
were  fired  with the thought of a vast, 
infinite universe. They were  thrilled 
by  their conce tion of a cosmic kinshi 
between all z e  heavenly bodies, an$ 
the earth‘s being one of a  family of 
such  bodies. 

Giordano Bruno, born  1548( 3) and 
burned a t  stake in 1600,  was an out- 
standing  representative of this new 
spirit, of this new fired imagination. To 
him, the universe was alive; it was  a 
great organism, like a vast cell through 
which pulsated  a  mind, an intelligence. 
Life was possible elsewhere, rather  than 
‘ust on  earth.  The  pattern of conscious 
beings was  no  longer  to be limited nor 
was it designed for  just one celestial 
sphere. 

Bruno said: “Only one bereft of rea- 
son  could  believe that those infinite 
spaces, tenanted  by vast and magnifi- 
cent bodies, are designed only  to give 
us light, or  to receive the clear  shin- 
ing of the earth.” In substance, he rea- 
soned that even if the whole universe 
were accepted as being one starry globe, 
and  the  sun  and moon made  only  for 
earth  and  for  man, as many were wont 
to believe, would not  such conception 
in exalting humanity abase  God by  its 
limitations  on His powers? 

Bruno also said: “What, is a feeble 
human creation the  only object worthy 
of the care of God?” In extending the 
universe  as men  are now  inclined to 
do and in pushing  out  its boundaries or 
in denying  that it has boundaries, men 
are not abandoned by  God. Rather, 
man becomes elevated, because he has 
the pride, the privilege of realizing 
himself as  a segment of a  vaster  uni- 
verse. Intelligence was no longer to be 
confined to a  region  beneath the sky, 
to  the atmospheric bounds of o w  o w n  
world. Men  now were  to  be brothers 
with intelligence  everywhere, no  mat- 
ter  where it existed. They were to be 
united  with all of  God’s expressions. 

One Life tn Two Poreee 
It is not necessary or  appropriate  to 

enter  into  a comprehensive  discussion 



of the  Rosicrucian conception of life. It 
is sufficient without  revealing confiden- 
tial  matters, to  say  that  the Rosicru- 
cians understand life to be a unity of 
two primary cosmic  forces.  One  of 
these is the essence of energy  which 
underlies all  matter,  or substance. And 
this, then, is wedded with  another cos- 
mic energy-the  cons  uence of which 
is the phenomena we ”% now as “life.” 
The forms of life  may be varied and 
innumerable,  but  the essence of life is 
the same in all forms. 

The Rosicrucians  have  long claimed, 
and in their teachings  have  made the 
point quite comprehensible, that  there 
1s a  universal  substratum  upon  which 
matter depends. It is the spring  from 
which flow all of the numerous prop  
erties of matter: electrons, neutrons, 
protons,  mesotrons, and  other qualities, 
the names of which are contmuously 
being assigned. If mass, or substance 
everywhere, then has  a common ground 
-namely, this universal  substratum- 
are we to presume that life alone  is 
limited to earth? F i y t i v e l y ,  is life to 
be confined as a  p  enomenon to the 
head of a pin? After all, this globe is 
no more than  the head of a pin in an 
infinite sea of an   in fd te  number of 
worlds. We know that matter,  even 
here on earth, is not  always receptive 
to life. It is not  always  prepared to 
wed that  other prima cosmc essence, 
out of which unity,?Se  comes forth. 
However, whenever the conditions are 
favorable, a  wedding of the two cosslic 
forces  occurs, resulting in life. It is not 
conceivable that  our small lobe alone 
has  been  designed for the  pienomenon 
of life. In fact, each day  there  are  new 
discoveries which  make it less probable 
that life is  a  mere caprice or a  chance 
manifestation  on  earth. That unity 
which  is  life is possible wherever con- 
ditions are favorable to it.  The  man- 
ner of our earth’s formation  and its 
development  must be  common to other 
bodies in the  other  universes as well. 
In the  infini of time, there  must be 
other bodies x t at  have  been the locale, 
and  that are now the  habitat of life 
and of intelligence. 

Just as all objects do not cast the 
same shadow, so too, all forms of life 
elsewhere would not be the same. Life 
on other  worlds would necessarily por- 

tray, in its  form and organic develo 
ment,  its  environmental influences. fi 
some instances, such  life would  be  less 
intelligent than  man;  in others, it 
might exceed that of homo sapiens, In- 
telligence is an attribute of life, Its 
development  depends  upon its exposure 
to enwronmental conditions. 

There is no  reason to believe that 
other be’ s would have the same  sense 
receptorxa t  we  do. For example,  the 
eyes, the ears, and  the nose are  an out- 
growth of an organism’s adjustment to 
its  earthly,  physical  surroundings.  They 
are essential to its welfare. In fact, 
they  are a  product of such  surround- 
mgs. For  analogy, if we  take  a soft 
ball of cla and ress against its two 
sides two gar, ofjects, what  are  the 
results? The clay ball on  those two 
sides  begins to assume  the  contour of 
the objects  ressed a  ainst it. It adapts 
itself, in ot ? l f  er wor s, to its  environ- 
ment, to the forces with  which it is 
brought in touch, So, too, life else- 
where would have its sense organs, its 
whole  organism,  conform  and  be of a 
nature necessary to  its  environment. 
It is, then, uite possible that  the sense 
faculties an% organs of intelligent be- 
ings  elsewhere would  be quite unlike 
ours. This might  make it very difficult 
for  a common medium of communica- 
tion to develop between conscious be- 
ings elsewhere and ourselves. 

In our times, man has proved and 
taken  out of the  realm of speculation 
the  fact  that  there  is  a  unity of many 
forces in the universe. We have  been 
shown that elements  which are com- 
mon to  the  earth exist elsewhere.  These 
chemical  elements,  heated to a gaseous 
state, roduce what is known as a 
bright Tim spectra. This is a series of 
bright lines which  a  pear  against  a 
black surface. It has \,en found that 
the bright lines of these  incandescent 
elements all have specific wave lengths. 
This means that  they have definite vi- 
bratory rates, which  rates are  invari- 
able. The bright line spectra of distant 
stars corres ond  to those of the earth’s 
elements. %e know, therefore, that 
other worlds have  a  similar com  osition 
to that of the  earth.  This metRod for 
determining the spectra of stars and 
all  their elements  is known as spec- 
troscopy. 

Bruno said that  there  is  a soul that 
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is common to the whole universe. He of self and of this universal intelligence, 
meant  by this that  the universe is alive to  that same  degree it has possession  of 
with  a  permeating intelligence. All the soul. Thus,  earth  and  man  have  no 
living  thmgs  have a self-consciousness, monopoly  over soul. Man shares soul 
a  condition of being aware of them- as a Cosmic phenomenon with beings 
selves.  As a conscious being  is  aware yet  unknown to him. 

V A V  

HE teens are  the healthiest age 13-14 years to almost  two  thirds 
years of life, but  the at ages 18-1 9 years. For girls the  ratio 
death rate is steadily r i s -  rises from  one fifth at 13-14  years  to 
in Why?  The Metro- more than  one  fourth  at  the  later teen 
pottan Life Insurance  ages. 
Company  has m d e  avail- Motor vehicle fatalities are  the lead- 
able  +e  following in- ing cause of accidental death  among 
formahon: 
Wi th in  the teen-age tive importance  during &IS period of 

teen-agers and increase ra  idly in rela- 

period the rise in  the death rate is con- life, At ages  18-19 years  motor vehicle 
h U O m ,  but m ~ c h  more  rapid  for boys accident fatalities accounted for  almost 
than  for girls . . in insurance two  thirds of all accidental deaths 
experience,  which relates to 1952, the among boys and for about  four fifths 
death  rate among  males dOubled  be- of those among girls. In fact, for teen- 
tween ages 13 and  19 years, the  rate age girls the  mortality from other  types 
rising  from 0.64 to 1-31  per 1,000; of accidents was quite small. 
however, the  rate among  females in- bong teen-age boys, h o d g  

by Only One half"from ranked second among  accidental  deaths 
changes, the excess of male over female isin with ~ i r ~ ~ ~ ~  was 
mortality  increased  from  about 75 per- the t L d  radng accidental of 

this comparison, Korean  battle  deaths is in their from oc- 
among teen-age were cupational accidents, which  accounted 

Deaths  from violent-hiefly acci- for more than one  tenth of all acci- 
dents-constitute  the major threat to dental  deaths  among those in civilian 
teen-age life. For both sexes, the chance life. 
of accidental death rises steadil through  Even at  the teen ages, there  are em* 
the teen-age period, but  the E azard is tional strains  may lead to su i -  
much  greater for bo s than  for 
Thus, in 1950-1952, d e  death  rate Kk ference in $e sui,-iJe rate is striking, 

cide. Durin these ears, the sex dif- 
accidents for girls doubled from ages and  the figures rise steadily with age. 
13-14 Years  to  18-19  Years mean- At ages  18-19 years, the rate for boys is while the death rate  for boys almost 3.7 per 100,000-three times that for 
tripled Over the Same age ran e. About girls . . , When  the record for disease 
one  fifth of the accidental deags among alone is considered, the  difference in 

older teen-age boys occurred in death  rates  between the sexes is rela- 
The mhtary  semce. tively small. It also  becomes evident 
~~~i~~~~~~~ The importance of accidents in the that much of the rise in death  rates 

total mortality at these ages is also with age is due  to  the violent causes. 
Digest evident in their  ratio to deaths  from Equally  impressive are  the extremely 
December all causes.  Among  boys this ratio rises low death  rates  from the principal 
1953 from  somewhat less than  one half at diseases. 

to 0.56 Per 1,000*  As a  result of these  throughout the period &e death rate 

cent  near  the b e a n i n g  of the teen-age death  among boys. The  entry of 18- Period to 133  Percent at  its  end* In and  Ig-year-old boys into economic life 
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The leading cause of death  from dis- 
ease throu hout  the  teen-age period is 
cancer a n i  other  malignant  tumors, 
these accounting for about  one  fifth of 
the deaths from  natural causes in each 
age  and sex category. Leukemia, the 
major  condition  among the malignan- 
cies, was responsible for one  half of 
these deaths at  a es 13-14  years and 
for  about  one t h i r %  at ages 18-19 years. 
Ranking  next in importance to  the 
cancer grou are diseases of the  heart, 
including r 1 eumatic fever; for these 
diseases, the  death rates rise steadily 
with age. Tuberculosis is now relative- 
ly unimportant as a  cause of death 
among teen-agers, except  among girls 
at 18-19 years, where it accounts for 
about  one ninth of all  deaths  from dis- 
ease. Currently,  acute 
outranks tuberculosis in t rliornyelitis e  mortality 
picture at  the earlier  teen ages. 

The  recent tendency  toward early 
marriage  and  arenthood  has  brought 
the  health  probems of family life to 
an increasing  proportion of teen-age 
girls. About one third of our brides 
and about  one  fourth of the mothers 
bearing  a  first child are less than 20 
years old.  Almost 6 percent of the 
deaths  among 18- and 19-year-old girls 
in the  insurance  experience  were  due 
to pregnancy  and childbirth. 

The record shows clearly that most 
of the immediate  threats  from disease 

to the lives of teen-agers  have been re- 
moved. Nevertheless,  a  number of im- 

ortant  health  problems still remain. 
gelativel , the  problems of mental  and 
emotionaT ad'ustment of teen-agers 
loom larger  &an  ever before. Many 
difficulties arise because of the complex 
and  rapid  changes  that occur in this 
period of life. During these years s e- 
cia1 attention must be  given to hea P th 
habits. A high  proportion of teen-aeers 
have poor teeth  and defective  vision, 
with  need for remedial  measures  for 
both  conditions. Many youngsters,  par- 
ticularly girls, show the effects of poor 
dietary habits. 

The high toll of fatal accidents among 
teen-agers  presents special problems. It 
is common for them-especially  the 
boys-to take  undue risks. However, 
they  can be taught  the lessons of cau- 
tion and safety in a propam in which 
the home and the school oin with other 
community agencies. d e  problem of 
teen-a e motor vehicle accidents is par- 
ticudqy acute, re -g special meas- 
ures. A prime n e 2  is more  widespread 
instruction in automobile  driving  dur- 
ing  the high school years. Adults  have 
a  contribution to make also, by setting 
good examples to teen-a ers with re- 
gard to careful drivin Eabits and to 
pro er attitudes towarf highway rules 
anlregulations. 

(Statistical Builetin"August 1953) 

V A V  

THE HOME ALCHEMIST 
If old  stories  and tintypes of alchemists  in  their  musty workshops intrigue'you,  then 

we have the answer to your prayers-the  chances to duplicate their fascinating experi- 
ments! In  an  unusually complete  laboratory  kit, we bring to  you a translation of the 
secret  formulas of the great  Paracelsus.  You  can learn how  to  extract the essence of 
herbs.  Experiment with alchemical  spiritual  properties-test ancient formulas for 
artificial  creation of precious  stones-try the actual  transmutation of minerals. COM- 
PLETE INSTRUCTIONS AND ALL NECESSARY EQUIPMENT PROVIDED. 

The first  practical  alchemical  course  ever  offered in modern times, Equipment  con- 
structed from centuries-old  alchemical  diagrams.  Price $ f i . O O ,  postpaid, Ask for 
Alchemical Laboratoriurn. 

THE ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
San Jose, California 
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By RODMAN R. CLAYSON, Grand Master of A M 0 R C 
(Director, Rosicrucian Planetarium; and  Member,  Astronomical Society of the Pacific.) 

C AN Cosmic rays be extremely  high fre- 
associated with  uency. That is why 

the Life Principle- %is energy  has be- 
that is, as  life  is  mani- come known as Cosmic 
fested on  the earth- 0 rays. They seem in- 
and  with  that  which deed to be at least one 
makes the  earth habit- phase of the universal 
able  for living things energy out of which 
and  life as we  know in one way or  another 
it? Are Cosmic rays @ all  things  are com- 
t h e   f o r c e   w h i c h  posed. The  Cosmic 
brought the universe  rays  which rain upon 
into existence? You the  earth  are particles 
can  hardly pick up a 
scientific magazine  these  days  which any energy Whigf :rE produced by 

greater than 

does not  make  reference to  the extreme-  man-made  instruments. The shatter 
ly extensive  research being carried  on  atoms of matter  and explode  &e nuclei 
in getting acquainted  with the  rather of atoms into  strange  fragments. 
enigmatic Cosmic ray. Scientists are Frequent1  a  high-powered Cosmic 
sure  that  further developments in Cos- ray strikes %e earth's atmosphere with 
mic-ray  research will discover the fun- the  result  that  a  tremendous  shower of 
damental secrets of the universe. Fur- millions of particles is  experienced. 
ther  inquiry  into Cosmic rays  may even Above or outslde the earth's atmosphere, 
reveal what makes life possible.  Cosmic radiation seems to consist prin- 

In the past forty-one  years  much  has cipally of the nuclei of atoms of hydro- 
been  learned  about Cosmic ra s. Re- gen. These  are called protons. The 
sults from investigations were s r ow for  nuclei of helium  and  other  heavier  el+ 
a  number of ears, but  the  tempo is ments are also contained in Cosmic 
increasing wi& known  development. rays. 
Probably the biggest question  for  which It is a  known  fact that  the  earth has 
our scientists are searching an answer  a  magnetic field. It is also known that 
is, Where do  Cosmic rays come from? any electrical charge in motion creates 
As yet  there is no definite roof, but  about itself a  magnetic field, and  that 
there  is much evidence; an (P this evi- when it encounters  another  magnetic 
dence is contributing to the  fact of life. field it causes an interaction  which 

The presence of Cosmic rays  is de- makes the  charge deflect from its course. 
termined by h ersensitive instru- Cosmic rays, before reaching  our  at- 
ments. T h i s  ray J? as extreme  penetrat- mosphere, are deflected by the earth's 
ing power  and  exceptional velocity. In magnetic field.  Some of the Cosmic 
early research it was  found that  the energy  reaches the  earth,  while some 
intensity of Cosmic  Rays increases with is deflected into space. The magnetic 
altitude. This would indicate that  they field of the  earth causes Cosmc-ray 
do not  have  their origin in  the earth, articles to  have  more  or less random 

The that is, that  they  are  not radiations $stribution  on  the  earth,  but in s ace from the earth. before reaching the earth's atmosp fl ere Rosicrucian Because the  rays  are of high  fre- Cosmic rays  appear to travel  with  equal 
Digest quency  and  with intensely short wave intensity  from  all  parts of the universe. 
December lengths, they  are likened to light of a The speed of Cosmic rays as they 
1953 Cosmic radiation which also has an exist in space  approaches that of the 
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speed of li ht,  which  is 186,000 miles 
a second. %veri with this speed, it is 
not possible for a Cosmic ray  to get 
through the earth‘s atmosphere  with- 
out bein changed. The earth’s atmos- 
phere, wfich seems to extend above the 
earth approximately six hundred miles, 
is sometimes referred to as a  blanket 
of air.  This  blanket  is  extremely  heavy 
and is equivalent to  a  layer of water 
thirty-four feet thick. It is this  layer, 
or blanket, that  interferes  with  the  rays 
of Cosmic-ray energy as it passes 
through. That which results from col- 
lisions with  air atoms  reaches the  earth 
and is regularly detected.  Cosmic rays 
collide with  atoms of hydro en, helium, 
nitrogen, iron, carbon, an! many oth- 
ers, forming radioactive debris which 
prevails throughout the atmosphere. 

Composition and Radiation 
The earth’s mantle of atmosphere 

has  undoubtedly evolved and is un- 
doubtedly  experiencmg  continuous 
change. The  air  at  the surface of the 
earth contains  a  mixture of oxygen, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and gases such 
as argon,  neon,  krypton,  and  xenon. 
At high altitudes of seventy  miles  or 
more,  water  vapor seems to be absent. 
There is, however, the continued pres- 
ence of gases. 

About nine or ten miles above the 
earth  the photochemical processes  be- 

E s i s  resulting in the living choropg l  
. This is  the process of hotos - 

of greenness. 
It is now concluded that  at  one 

stage in  the evolution of the atmos- 
phere, at least forty percent of it was 
made  up of carbon dioxide, while  much 
of the  remainder  went  into  the de  osi- 
tion of carbonate rocks.  Oxygen is aided 
to the  air through the process of photo- 
synthesis. Nitrogen,  argon,  carbon di- 
oxide, and  water  vapor composition 
continue,  while  carbon monoxide, ni- 
trous oxide, and  sulphur dioxide are 
on  the increase. 

The radioactivity of the elements in 
the atmosphere seems to be on the  in- 

uously ass through this condition. It 
crease.  Obviously  Cosmic rays contin- 

is thougKt that  their action preci itates 
much of the prevalence of hy d! ogen. 
The  number of scientists adhering to 
the Robert Millikan theory, that Cos- 
mic rays  have their origin between the 

stars, is decreasin . There is growing 
support for the i c ea that Cosmic rays 
have  their ori ‘n in the stars of our 
~ i l k y   w a y   g a k y .  Of course our s u n  
is  a  star,  but  our  sun could not begin 
to provide  the  heavy  intensity of  Cos- 
mic rays  that  reach  the earth. 

It is believed that Cosmic rays  are 
produced continuously in the system of 
stars of our galaxy. Because  some stars 
are thousands  and even millions of 
light-years from us, the terrific drive 
of Cosmic rays upon the  earth  is cause 
for much  thought. Much about Cosmic 
rays  has been learned  from the stud 
of the  sun  which, of course, is m u d  
closer to us than  any other star. For 
instance, approximately one hour  after 
an exce tional flare on  the sun, a  heavy 
burst o f  Cosmic-ray radiation reaches 
the  earth. If Cosmic rays  came  only 
from the sun, their  reception would 
differ during  the  day  and night-that 
is, on those  sides which  were  toward  or 
away  from the  sun.  There is little per- 
cepbble difference. 

The distribution and  intensity of 
Cosmic-ray energy at  the  earth  is com- 
arable to  the  light  from  the stars. Fol- 

€king a solar flare,  Cosmic-ray in- 
tensity at the  earth sometimes increases 
as much as 180 percent. 

Scientists  Speak 
Donald  Menzel, distinguished astron- 

omer,  believes that  the  sun emits  radio 
waves from  turbulence  within the  sun. 
Sunspots may be the cause of solar 
flares. The sun’s surface is frequently 
marked  with  sunspot  disturbances  which 
cover tremendous areas. A  sunspot is 
the seat of a solar magnetic field. As it 
increases and  then decays, a  ma 
field is produced which is in accorfin;: 
the laws of electromagnetic induction. 
Hydrogen  and  other  elements in the 
sun’s atmosphere are caught in the field 
of energy of the sunspot’s vortex. Ions 
of hydrogen  and  other  elements in the 
sun  are projected like bullets. Similar 
radiation must be  expected of other 
stars. 

It is  not likely that we experience 
Cosmic-ray radiation of an extra alactic 
nature-that is, from stars %eyond 
those within  the  Milky Way. It is es- 
timated that  within  the  Milky Way 
there  are more than 100 billion stars. 
Our  galaxy is shaped somewhat like a 
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pancake or biscuit, and  has  a  diameter 
of about 100,000 light-years. There is 
a  growing sus icion that  there  are  hu  e 
magnetic fiel B s within our p l a x y .  'if 
there  were  no  magnetic fiel s, Cosmic- 
ray particles would travel  through the 
Milk Way in a straight line  until  they 
collidkd with  the nuclei of hydrogen 
in interstellar space. From  their origin 
it is not likely that Cosmic rays travel 

line. 
across the great distances in a  straight 

Intense Cosmic radiation from van- 
ous regions of the sky does not  vary 
perceptibly. This  very  uniformity im- 
plies the existence ?f magnetic fields 
which  produce Cosmlc rays of random 
distribution. It is theorized that Cos- 
mic rays pass through clouds of inter- 
galactic gas or dust, and  that this 
changes  their  line of travel  or direction. 
This would  also  discourage many Cos- 
mic rays from reaching, the  earth 
because the would colhde  with the 
nucleus of K ydrogen  atoms in inter- 
stellar space. 

G. Rossi theorizes that if Cosmic 
rays  originated in the stars they would 
produce many million  times  more Cos- 
mic  radiation than if the Cosmic rays 
were born only in the sun. It is pre- 
sumed that not all  stars eject particles 
of hi  h energy. Not all stars are ex- 
treme 'L y active. It is said that our sun 
is a  comparatively inactive star. The 
major  portion of Cosmic-ray radiation 
quite possibly may have  its origin in a 
few s t a r s  having special characteristics. 
It is suggested that these may be vari- 
able stars, double stars, or supernovae. 
The  latter provides an interesting 
thought,  for  a star bursts into  a super- 
nova when  its  supply of hydrogen  is 
exhausted. 

Hydrogen  is said to be the  fuel of 
stars, and gives them  equilibrium. 
When this equilibrium drops, the  star 
may more  or less  collapse until  it is 
somewhat in the  nature of a  huge  lump 
of nuclear  matter. The  star  then blows 
up.  Then,  when seen, it offers tre- 
mendous illumination in its area in  the 

The sky. Cosmic rays could  be secondary 
products of such outbursts. 

Rosicrucian It has  been suggested by  Lyman 
Digest Spitzer that accelerated particles result- 
December ing  from  the explosion of a  supernova 
1953 might collide with nuclei of nitrogen 
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resulting in Cosmic rays  with  tremen- 
dous  velocities. The distinguished sci- 
entist, Enrico  Fermi, suggests that  the 
speed  of  Cosmic rays is fven impetus 
by electromagnetic fiel s 1n stellar 
space. He suggests an exchange of en- 
er y when particles of these rays col- 
li8 with  dust clouds. 

The investigation of Cosmic rays has 
brought forth  the discovery of many 
new  elementa particles, such as van- 
ous mesons an 7 the positron. The earth's 
atmosphere  has become a fertile field of 
development. 

One particular  phase of Cosmic-ray 
radiation is receivlng special attention 
at this time. This has to do with  the 
seeming  lack of high  energy, tlectrons, 
and photons in Cosmic rays. It 1s known, 
of course, that collisions of Cosmic-ray 
particles with  hydrogen in interstellar 
space  produce several kinds of  mesons, 
some of which decay into electrons. 
These collisions  also produce mesons of 
a  neutral  nature which  decay into pho- 
tons. It is presumed that electrons and 
photons are  present  in Cosmic radiation 
even  though they  may not be  produced 
at  the source of the Cosmic ray. 

Vast  streams of Cosmic radiation in 
the  up  er atmosphere  oftentimes pro- 
duce g e  phenomenon  known as the 
Aurora Borealis. There  is some indi- 
cation that Cosmic-ray radiation  has an 
effect upon the weather. The United 
States government is carrying  on ex- 
tensive research in this direction at this 
time. It is thought that Cosmic rays  are 
entirely  harmless to the  inhabitants of 
the  earth, but  there is some question 
as to what  their effect might be on 
space travelers. 

Dr. Arthur H. Com ton, in his Cos- 
mic-ray researches, fee P s that  they orig- 
inate  within  the stars of the  Milky 
Way galaxy. Many  other outstanding 
scientists have  the same feeling. Many 
favor  the  idea that Cosmic-ray radi- 
ation  from  the stars as energy is greater 
than  the  entire  light  output of the stars. 
The unseen Cosmic rays  and  their  en- 
ergy  are undoubtedly as important to 
us as  the  light of our sun and stars. 
Another  theory  regarding the origin 
or  source of Cosmic rays  is  that  they 
might be radiations left over from the 
explosive creation of the  universe some 
three billion years ago. At  present the 



star-radiation  theory of Cosmic rays 
seems to receive the most favor. 

More and more, through scientific 
study,  we begin to see why Cosmic rays 
may have an important  bearing  on  life 
on  this  planet. Biologists, for instance, 
are extremely interested in Cosmic rays. 
They  say  that  by producing mutations 
in genes,  Cosmic rays  have  played and 
continue to  lay a large role in the 
evolution of h e .  cosmic rays seem to 
have  much  to do with  the  proper mix- 
ture  and distribution of elements in 
the atmosphere. 

Much of the research  work on Cos- 
mic rays  has been carried  on by sci- 
entists of Harvard  and  the University 
of Chicago. They believe that  the on- 
gin of these rays is extrasolar-that is, 
from beyond the solar system-but 
from  the  stars within this galaxy. 

Dr. W. A. F. Libby points out  that 
high in the earth’s atmosphere the 
atomic particles of free  neutrons are 
released by Cosmic rays.  This release 
changes nitrogen in  the  air  into radio- 
carbon. This in turn forms carbon di- 
oxide. As we know, carbon dioxide is 
absorbed by plants. Radiocarbon is an 
isotope of ordinary carbon. We, in 
turn, have a minute  quantity of carbon 
in our physical body, and this carbon is 
radioactive. All  living thin s, man  and 
animal,  contain carbon. P P ants  manu- 
facture  into food the carbon  dioxide 
they receive from  the  air.  Animals ob- 
tain their carbon  by  eating plants. 

In recognizing the well-known fact 
that carbon  is necessary to life, we note 
that Cosmic-ray  research has revealed 
that Cosmic rays change the element of 
nitrogen in the  air  into radiocarbon for 
us. Just what other effects  Cosmic rays 
have upon our lives has  not  yet been 
determmed. 

Think of the distance these Cosmic 
rays  travel before reaching us. Per- 
haps the Cosmic rays were the  birth 
force of the universe. With  the pass- 
ing of time  the unravelling of this 
knotty roblem may reveal to us some 
of the  fkdamental secrets of the  uni- 
verse, including  the  maintenance of life 
in  all of its aspects upon the  planet 
Earth.  We  are beginning to compre- 
hend how the infinite force of the  in- 
visible is  made  manifest  to us, a force 
that prevails throughout  the Cosmos. 

7aCt. 

DIVINE  RIGHT OF KINGS 
By EDLA  WAHLIN, M.A., F.R.C. 

Librarian, Rosicrucian Research Library 
OUT of Egypt  came  the  idea  that  govern- 

ment is a sacred  trust. The  Egyptian be- 
lieved, not  only  that his nation  was  divine 
but that it was  ruled  by  Pharaohs  who 
were gods incarnate,  and  that  each  subject 
was a  child of the king. 

The Pharaoh  had  also been entrusted 
with the sacred  Mysteries,  and as Imperator 
he personally pre ared those who  were 
ready  to  receive t i e  Holy  Teaching. In  
th i s  way, ruler  and subjects  were  members 
of one body in which  peace  reigned,  and 
where  rank,  exemplified  by kings, counts, 
dukes,  nobles, citizens,  and the lowly,  fell 
into  place,  each  serving in accordance  with 
the  Law of Compensation. The symbol of 
royalty  was  the  uraeus or serpent  crest. 

ideal of government,  originating in Egypt, 
Wherever  the Mysteries  were  taught, the 

was also  established. In Croton,  Pythagoras 
and his school founded an aristocracy,  said 
to be a government  by the Best.  Plato’s 
government  by  the  philosophers,  who  were 
to be men of Wisdom,  was  therefore  not 
a  utopian  dream  to be realized in a vision- 
a r y  future. It was  a  practical  government, 
tested by  time,  whether it was  a  monarchy 
or a  republic. 

Will  the  time  ever come when the world 
will again  recognize the leadership of the 
Philosophers?  Surely, if such  will be the 
case, Peace  will  be  realized, for it  will be 
found in the  hearts of all men. 



By WAH WING YEE, F. R. C. 

MORE spir i tual  according to the auto- 

needed to complement .cp,, matic association of 
mental images  with 

o w  acquired  worldly -y sounds.  Some termi- 
facts.  Com rehension nolo  ‘es  could  be trans- 
of spiritual aws, with l a t e 8 0  mean  three  or 
t h e n  relationship t o  four different things. 
daily living, enables In describing events, 
one  to live with poise each  witness relates a 
a m i  d s t disruptive different version as to 
forces. Internal forti- conversation, physical 
tude springs from  a character is t lcs ,   the  
cleanand logical mind  kind and color of the 
that  is cleared of superstitions and clothing of the persons involved. Since 
false doctrines. When one  looks  be- the physical faculties which  make man 
yond the rut of his daily work, and conscious  of his environment are im- 
steers his way  through life by availing perfect, it is logical that his perceptions 
himself of the accumulated wisdom of may not  conform to actuality. 
the Soul, his conce  ts  become  logical. In  private  and  public affairs this dis- 
Intuition,  a  channefof  the Self within,  crepancy in observations may evolve 
can communicate the  Truth  that  is  into serious consequences. Where per- 
most applicable in one’s life. Cultiva- sonal  opinions and beliefs are con- 
tion of mtuition is most important if cerned, controversies often  terminate in 
one is to move with  serenity  while strained nerves  and ruffled tempers. 
pursuing his goal in a  competitive  Even facts purported to be true become 
world. changed  or modified by precise jug- 

In these  days of conflicting  ideologies gling to fit a special purpose. Because 
and vainglorious  men striving for tem- it is the tendency of mdividuals to 
poral power, recognition of intuition  is  translate  statements  literally,  one  can- 
essenbal to a  keen intellect and logic. not rely on the veracity of what is in- 
The behavior of men in the race for tended to be the  Truth.  Due to hu- 
material ains makes it difficult to  rely  man vagaries, what is deemed as  true 
too  greatky on  worldl  knowledge  or  one da is discredited by  a  new set of 
even  on one’s persona K observations of particu Y ars  the next  day. 
current events.  Man’s  consciousness In view of the average person’s un- 
has  a  tendency to vacillate in  the per- certainty as to what constitutes the 
ception of what seems to be the  Truth.  Truth,  the intellect is constantly being 
One  cannot  always  rely  even  on his confused by contradictory assertions. 
own sight and  hearing.  Only  with the su port of spiritual 

Due to hereditary factors man’s  sense knowledge can one 1 e r d e d  against 
organs are not perfect. The  nature of influences cluttering e  mind  with 
ob~ects, such as size, shape, color, and dubious inferences. Therefore, as a pro- 
texture, is realized in proportion to the tective measure,  intuition  should  merit 
normalcy of  one’s physical senses. A more  popular  recognition and  trust,  and 

The color-blind  person  sees a  primary color be  given an important  functional posi- 
Rosicruc~an in its complementary color.  Some  foods tion in life. 

taste differently to different people. Eternal verities combined with world- 
Digest Sound  produces varied  effects  on peo- ly facts are man’s strongest defense 
December ple, depending  on its nature  and in- weapon in maintaining  mental  free- 
1953 tensity. Even words are interpreted dom. The spiritual  and  the  material 

k n o w l e d g e   i s  

? 
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h e  mass of knowledge obtained by 
oint of meeting needs consideration. 

material  means  must  have a priori 
principle in the mind before a n p i n g  
can be  accomplished. Modern scov- 
eries are  the  result of utilizing the same 
universal  laws  which the ancient  Mys- 
tics had conceived of through contem- 
plative observations. The intangibles 
cannot be made tangible or actual ex- 
cept  through  the  intuitive processes. 

Prone Roots of the  Past 

The ancient Mystics, fathers of mod- 
ern science, constructed the foundations 
which  incidentally anticipated present- 
day scientific inventions for thousands 
of years. They stressed the importance 
of intuition  as ,an essential institution 
operating in human life. Thales of 
Miletus  urged the importance of gain- 
ing a  substratum of facts, independent 
of ‘udgment of individuals, on  which  a 
body of objective knowledge  could  be 
built. Such Truth is just as fresh  and 
as applicable to human affairs today 
as it was twenty-six  hundred  years ago. 
Plato  pointed  out that  natural knowl- 
edge is  gained  by  relating the  inner 
process of understanding in the  pri- 
vate  mind with the facts of the  outer 
world.  Descartes  claimed that his in- 
nate  ideas,  representing knowledge 
which  came  from ‘clear  vision of the 
intellect,’ must necessarily be true. 
Kant  went  further to claim that it 
should be  possible in that  way (specu- 
lation) to construct  a ‘ ure science of 
Nature,’  which should %e  independent 
of all experience of the world, and there- 
fore uncontaminated  by errors and il- 
lusions of observation of the physical 
senses. 

Pythagoras’ philosophy of law  and 
numbers  gave  mankind  a  clue to  the 
functionin of material things in the 
universe. ks conception of basic uni- 
versal Harmony is the foundation of 
scientific inquiry  into  the actual na- 
ture of the universe, making it possible 
to reduce  material  manifestahons in 
simple  terms of mathematical  propor- 
tion  and order. Without this intuited 
basic law,  harmonies of music, propor- 
tions of sculpture  and architecture, 
movements of the planets, sciences of 

hysics and chemistry, would have 
%,en impossible. 

In  the  century previous  to the pres- 

ent, Dr. John  Dalton, the Rosicrucian 
scientist who expounded the atomic law 
of proportions  was discredited as “an 
unscientific dreamer  and  ropounder of 
Alchemists’  fallacies.” g t ,  atomic  re- 
search  today is utilizing Dalton’s law 
of “weights of atoms” and roportions, 
without  which it is imposs&le to com- 
pute  the  binary  atomic  ener of the 
elements. ~ r ~ l y ,  it is within %e realm 
of pristine ideas, the  Mind which ex- 
ists outside of s ace  and time, that 
~ m t h  alone  can Bweu. 

Znspiration for  the  Premnt 

Worldly knowledge is conceded to 
be essential in acquainting  one with 
the physical  structure of the universe, 
and  important in developing personal 
aptitudes. Such  recorded facts are nec- 

tion. Established  techniques of skills 
essary  for the advancement of civiliza- 

have provided the individual with 
means of survival. 

In view of modern  requirements in 
highly specialized  fields, a person needs 
the  intuitive  element to expand him be- 
yond the limits of his basic formal  edu- 

the leisure hours. 
Every  secondary  undertaking re- 

quires  extra  time  for study, which 
means less time  to devote  to  hobbies 
and forms of recreation, although  men- 
tal alertness and physical efficiency  de- 
mand  a  balance of work, recreation, 
and rest. Without  proper  relaxation to 
permit  the nervous energy to recuperate 
and  maintain intellectual resiliency and 
keenness, the  mind becomes stale. 
Where  mental  vitality  and  original 
ideas are lacking, the mind becomes as 
a  mere receptacle for  dry facts and 
figures. Origrnality and creative vivac- 
ity result from the stimulation of mun- 
dane knowledge with spiritual in- 
spiration. 
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Intuition  when  applied to the  prob- 
lems of life, private or public, is  the 
natural means of obtainin  immediate 

ractical aid when  formaf knowledge 
gecomes inade uate. Since the  mind- 
personality is %e life of the body and 
consciousness, its prime  function is to 
expand and express the  incumbent o 
tentials of  good for man’s smoo$ei 
progress on  earth.  All  the  fortunes  that 
a man is to experience are  inherent in 
the One Mind.  Our mind’s  position in 
the Cosmic is like a  iano  note in the 
universal scale of a lp 1 life. In each 
earthly incarnation, the soul-personali- 
ty vibrates to  the  frequency of its own 
particular stage of evolubon. Within 
this polarity are contained all  the prop- 
erties of the erson who is to  put  them 
into practicay  use. According to his 
Divine  heritage of good, and through 
the  inner Self, a  person sets his own 
destiny  on earth. 

At all times, the Self operates to 
guide the  brain consciousness. Through 
intuition it reveals functional principles 
pertaining to moral  conduct; roduces 
llluminabon of recise  know P edge .to 
facilitate one’s &ly  work; gives m- 
spiration by  which  one may expand his 
opportunities. Also, through  mtuition 
come forewarnings of impending un- 
pleasant situations, even perils. Those 
who  have consistently experienced in- 
tuitive  demonstrations  attest to  the  fact 
that  in following the urges the outcome 
had always proved profitable. It is log- 
ical to believe that a person’s life is 
immensely broadened and enriched un- 
der this intimate  spiritual tutelage. 
With a living enc clopedic intelligence 
ever  ready  with &e nght information, 
every move in life is accom lished with 
saving of time  and of len&y  research 
for needed  information. 

Luck or uo Luck 
The  trend of a person’s life  is  funda- 

mentally slanted toward  fortunate ex- 
periences. The lucky  or  unlucky  events 
m personal affairs are results of right 
or  wrong action in solving  personal or 

The social  problems.  Luck  comes through 
Rosicrucian fortunate incidents are consequences of 

acting  upon one’s intuitive urges. Un- 
Digest having  acted  contrary  to  dance. In 
December many cases,  people suffer F osses or set- 
1953 backs through  ignoring  admonishments 
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and acting impulsively  when action 
should  have  been  withheld.  Whether  a 
person reacts consciously or  uncon- 
sciously to those  impulses, the  eventual 
outcome is similar. The Self, with  its 
knowledge of the whole trend of one’s 
earthly existence, always  informs  the 
consciousness of the moment  when cer- 
tain potentials are  matured  and  ready 
for  a  demonstration. When a person 
keeps his mind clear of su erstitions 
and false ideologies so that &e si 
may not be distorted or discolorecf%: 
workable wisdom he receives will be 
the  unadulterated  Truth. 
Our living in  intimate communica- 

tion with  the Self eliminates any cause 
to be fearful of such  nonsensical ideas 
as, unlucky  thirteen,  unlucky  Fridays, 
“three  on a match,” and black cats or 
walkin  under  a ladder. Such are only 
self-infuced superstitions with  no eso- 
teric  or exoteric basis. Thus,  one  can 
stop wasting time  and money consult- 
ing fortunetelling, or  dependin  on  the 
stars  and  their influence on hs per- 
sonal affairs. He can also free him- 
self from  enslavement to medallions, 
amulets, and lucky pocket-pieces as 
having ower to grant  fortune  and 
ward off  evil. He would realize that 
such are a  continuation of primitive 
animism, or the  Dark Age superstitions 
when  early man had not  yet compre- 
hended the true  nature of God. 
To believe in  the Goodness and pris- 

tine power of God is to give primary 
value  first lace.  Likewise, when  super- 
stitions an$ fallacies are purged  from 
the mind, its creative and protective 
power is given full freedom to exert  its 
lntluence on  human activities. The 
humbling of our objective  ego and  im- 
patient  ambition  enables  intuition to 
infuse  the intellect with  the  spiritual 
strength of Divine Light. When  mun- 
dane knowledge  becomes fortified with 
wisdom, one is able to retain his mental 
freedom  while  achieving his material 
goals. In  spite of man-made depres- 
sions or strife, one  can move with cour- 
age  and  serenity  and  remain  unaffected 
by the raucousness of false prophets- 
since Intuition forever lights the con- 
sciousness with  the  sacred ideal that 
God is the fountainhead of all good- 
ness as well as Master. 



most highly developed and  spiritual1  advanced  members and  workers of the 
The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting  place for  all minds of the 

Rosicrucian  fraternity. It is the  focar point of Cosmic radiations  and  thought 
waves  from  which  radiate  vibrations of health, peace, happiness,  and  inner 
awakening.  Various  periods of the  day are set  aside  when many thousands 

the Cathedral at  the time  will receive the benefit of the vibrations.  Those  who 
of minds  are attuned with  the Cathedral of the Soul, and  others  attuning  with 

are not members of the organization may  share in the  unusual benefits  as  well 
as  those  who are members. The book called Liber 777 describes the periods 
for various  contacts  with the Cathedral. Copies will be  sent  to  persons  who 

care of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California,  enclosing three cents in postage 
are not members if they address their requests for t h i s  book to Scribe S. P. C., 

stamps. (Please  state  whether  member or not-this  is  zmportant.) 

THE TURN OF THE YEAR 
T THE beginning of the The last  few  days of each year have 
year, we are accustomed by custom become  associated with a 
to the practice of observ- holida season. Christmas recedes the 
ing New Year’s. Arbi- fiial B ays of December, an! the period 
trarily,  January 1, has immediately  following  Christmas  and 
been  established as  the preceding  New Year’s Day is consid- 
New Year’s Day observed ered as  a holiday season in the  Western 
in most of the countries world. 
of the  Western world. At Many  annual events, such as fes- 

that time, it is a propriate accordin to tivals and holidays, that have  been 
tradition to ma P e resolutions, to p ’I an established and observed by man  are 
the days  ahead,  and in general, to the  result of our ancestors’ noticing the 
think of the approaching  new period. seasonal  changes of the  year,  Primitive 
Possibly it might be of equal  interest man must have  been able to observe 
and even of more  value if we  would by  the  length of the days and  the 
occasionally review the  year  that is change of the position of the stars that, 
about to come  to a close, in order to at different periods of the year, major 
consider what  has  happened  and to take events took  place, and such were  re- 
an inventory of the values that  may flected in his environment. He noticed, 
have been accumulated or overlooked for  example, that as the days  length- 
during the period that has just passed. ened the sun in the  Northern  hemi- 
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sphere  arrived at its farthest  northern 
point  and  then began to recede. This 
point, he noted,  was the longest day of 
the  year.  Prior to that,  he  noticed  the 
period when the days  were  equal  and 
the sun was, as we  know today, over 
the equator  which was the occasion for 
the  first  day of spring. This  day be- 
came for early  man  the  beginning of a 
new period and in many countries or 
among  many people this was  observed 
as the  true New Year’s Day,  and in 
many  or anizations, such as the Rosi- 
crucian  %rder, it s t i l l  has significance 
because it is the beginning of a  new 
period of time. 

From  the lon  est day in June, by our 
calendar, until 8.l e  beginning of mnter, 
it was noticed that each day 
became shorter. It  may be rdually at  there 
was  a  time  when,  among  primitive peo- 
ple, it was believed that  the days mght  
cease to exist altogether, throu h  their 
gradually becoming shorter an$ short- 
er  until  the sun would not rise at all. 
It is  easy for us to believe that super- 
stitious people as  they watched the 
days become shorter, particularly  dur- 
ing  the two or  three  months  immedi- 
ately preceding the  first  day of winter, 
would conclude that  a  time would  come 
when  there would be no  sunlight  what- 
soever. 

It is believed by those who  have 
made  a  study of ancient man  that  he 
began to make certain sacrifices and 
perform certain ceremonies for the  pur- 

ose of pleasing his god so that  the 
gays would not cease to exist. This 
gradually led  to the practice of man’s 
observing the shortest day in the  year 
which  occurred  around the  2lst of 
December, according to our modern 
calendar,  and  when  he saw that  the 
days did not  continue to shorten but 
rather began to lengthen, he gave 
thanks for the renewal of the  length 
of time  that  the  sun shone during  the 
day,  and this period of the  year be- 
came  a festival of thanksgiving. Man 
then acknowledged his obligation  to his 
Creator: for the davs that would in- 

The crease h lengh, h i  showed apprecia- tion through  e  various religious prac- 
Rosicrucian ” tices which  we find established in 
Digest history. 
~ t m ~ ~ b e r  Thus  the eriod immediately  after 
1953 the shortest fay in the  year became a 
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time of festival, a  time of ha piness, a 
time  when man showed gooxwill and 
tried to put  into practice the better 
qualities which  were  within him. When 
the observance of holidays or festivals 
began, we  do  not know, but we  know 
it existed when civilization began  to be 
established in various  areas  around the 
Mediterranean. In almost all countries, 
in almost all civilizations, there  are 
evidences that  the observing of a holi- 
day toward the close of a  calendar 
year  or  immediately after  the shortest 
day of the year became a fixed practice. 

It is therefore to be  expected that 
early in the Christian era, people came 
to accept the idea of a festival or  a 
holiday soon after  the shortest day, 
and it was perfectly natural  that  the 
Christians should establish one of their 
two principal  holidays at such time. 
They  had  already acce ted  a  time of 
thanksgiving,  a  time OF good will to- 
ward  their fellow  men, and so gradual- 
ly the  tradition was established that 
upon the  25th of December, which was 
only  a  few  days  after  the shortest day 
of the year, the  anniversary of Christ’s 
birth should be commemorated.  Wheth- 
er or not  that  is  the  actual  date of the 
birth of Christ  matters  little;  the roof 
of the  actual  date  is  uncertain. h a t  
does matter is that in Christian civiliza- 
tion, the idea of this festival has been 
preserved, and by  addin to it the 
principles that Jesus taug E t while  on 
earth,  we  have  a  day set aside when 
all  men try to observe peace  and har- 
mony  and express  good will toward 
those about  them. 

As we approach  another  Christmas 
season, it is well that  all  men pause to 
think  that if their  ancestors saw fit to 
perpetuate  these concepts, make them 
worthy of annual observation, surely 
this in itself should be  some  evidence 
of the  value of reserving this practice. 
We approach $e Christmas season in 
these complex  times with mixed emo- 
tions and feelings. To some it is  a  day 
sacred  for the religious  si lcance It 
has; to others, it is mere Yf‘ y  a  day  to 
remember that  it is commemorated as 
a  birth  date of a great man. For still 
a different group, it is a  day ptfrely for 
perpetuating  the  ancient trahbon of 
festmal, for devoting merely  to enter- 
tainment. 

Through it all, however, in spite of 



modern commercialism and of the 
various interpretations that  are  put 
upon  Christmas, there does run  the 
theme of peace and good will. Almost 
everyone  we  meet at  that time of the 
year, regardless of what  may be  his 
moods and ideas at other times, seems 
to catch the mood of the season and  is 
ha pier and more  prone to express the 
feeLf of peace  as  representative of 
that  ay. I these things are to be per- 

etuated in one da of the year-this 
i a y  in which man E onors the memory 
of a man who established a system of 
thought that  is  worthy of all men's 
consideration, and also which has been 

ly, we  ask ourselves, why c o u l & ~ ~ ~ ~  
seen fit to continue  as  a holida 

be carried over into  the  year to follow? 
The greatest g i f t s  of which man  can 

conceive are those which give him eace 
of mind  and which he1 him to tograte 
the beliefs of other inkiduals  and to 
dedicate  himself to the rinciples of 
good will  which will male men  live 
together for  constructive purposes. This 
attitude will aid  him also to work to- 
ward  a development of his own. The 
greatest accomplishment that  man  may 
be able to make in connection with this 
holiday season is to implant  the peace 
and ood will of that  time  in  the minds 
of okers, as  well  as  his own, so that 
these may be the predominating in- 
fluences that work for good among all 
human beings at  all times. 

V A V  

Don't forget the friends  you 
made throughout  the years. 
Send each  a  reminder of your- 
self-of the things in  which 
you believe. Their continued 
presence  on your friendship list 
will serve you  well  as  other 
things fade  and pass away. 

The Christmas card we  have prepared is especially designed to create !s 
a  lasting impression  on all those  who  receive it. It is never too late  to x# 
get a  small  supply of these and place them  where you  know they will '# 
do the most  good. :#6 

Remember, these cards  come with envelopes,  boxed, at $1.50  (10/9 # 
sterling) for 10, or $3.50  (E1/5/- sterling)  for 25, postpaid. Christmas 
is  just  around  the corner, so don't put off this  thoughtful deed. :#6 

.. . 

I .  

!s 
ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU E :s 
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By WILLIAM BURGESS, F. R. C. 
Master,  Pythagoras  Chapter,  Liverpool,  England 

A DEEP-RED r o s e  
stands in a vase 

on my table. It was 
used in the Temple of 
the  Pythagoras Chap- 
ter in a beautiful nt- 
ual  for  the installation 
of a Colombe. Since 
then it has  slowly been 
unfolding, until today 
the  inmost petals are  turning back, to 
reveal what has been hidden in  the 
center-the ultimate  mystery of life. 

The rose  rooted, like ourselves, in 
the  earth draws  from  there  its  material 
substance. In the body of the rosebush, 
the chemicals of the soil rise up  in re- 
sponse to the unseen energies, and 
draw  into themselves the radiance of 
the sun. From that  union comes life. 
And the life in the  plant  matures with- 
in  it  the urge to put  forth blossoms. 

In the progress of our own inner 
selves, first  the body is developed and 
then  under  the  influence of the forces 
of life, the  budding and blossoming of 
the  higher  nature. 

So our life, like the rosebud,  holds 
within itself the romise of further 
growth and fulfilknent. Through  a 
gradual  unfoldment the  mystery  at  the 
center becomes revealed, as the cloud 
ultimately lifts and reveals the soul to 
the  human consciousness. 

Stone  Circle8 

Flowers are reflections in living mat- 
ter of that which  brings  them  into ex- 
istence-the sun. The ancients  always 
likened the  sun to the soul, and  their 
use of it as a  symbol of the divinity in 
man has been, and  still is, mistaken 

T h e  for sun worship. The journey of the 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ , ,  sun  through  the  twelve signs of the 

zodiac  was one  way of expressing in 
Digest symbolic lan age the idea that  the 
D e C e d e r  soul does not T ecome extinct when  the 
1953 body  dies, but  continues its journey 
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through many bodies 
or LLhouses,” each  add- 
ing some new quality 
or  luster to its  nature. 

The Druids of Brit- 
ain and Ireland  in  an- 
cient days  built  their 
stone circles to illus- 
trate this same idea. 
Those  who  were being 

initiated  were  conducted  round  the pe- 
rimeter  from stone  to  stone, and at 
each  one  a symbolic ceremony  im- 
parted some information.  Then, the 
circle completed, the candidate was 
conducted  back to the  triple  stone in the 
center, where  the  Archdruid  and his 
two  principal assistants conducted fur- 
ther ceremonies illustrative of the com- 
ing of the inner light. 

Learning from Bee8 
Bees were considered sacred insects, 

and  royal insects, among many ancient . Those  who  have been privi- 
eged, like myself, to keep  bees over  a 

period of time know that  the bees draw 
their  entire substance, for  themselves 
and  their hives, from the  nectar  and 
pollen  which they find in  the centers 
of flowers. Out of these  substances  they 
build their marvelous honeycomb,  pro- 
duce food for themselves and  for  the 
maturing baby bees, and secrete the 
mysterious,  hormone-bearing ‘uice that 
enables the queen bee to produce liter- 
ally millions of eggs in a  comparatively 
short lifetime. Nectar provides the car- 
bohydrate-the  ositive, solar, warming 
principle; and $e pollen  provides the 
minerals, protein, and vitamins-the 
negative, earthly,  material side. 

Many years ago, a  group of Russian 
scientists set out  to discover what makes 
some  people live to a great age. They 
took  persons  whose claims  indicated 
an a  e of over  one hundred years, and 
askefi them  three questions: (I) How 

$Oples 



old are OUT (2) What work  did you 
do? a n d  (3) What do you eat? The 
replies brought the surprising informa- 
tion that more than 90 percent  were 
peasants  who ke t bees. They sold the 
pure  hone  and  gept the  impure  strain- 
lngs for Leir own food. At once the 
scientists got to work on  the honey 
strainings and soon found that  they 
contained  main1  pollen grains, par- 
ticles of wax, a n i  of course  honey. 

Results of the experiment  and any 
further developments have been ob- 
scured by propagandists  attem t ing  to 
explain scientlfic findings in $e hght 
of current political doctrines. Were  the 
researchers  really  on to something? Do 
food products within the  center of 
flowers yield  substances that prolong 
life  and  increase vitality? 

Beekeepers in America and  Britain 
were  recently asked to send supplies 
of “royal jelly” to the cancer  research 
institutions for  experiment purposes. 
Royal jelly is a  greyish-white  hormone- 
bearing  substance secreted in  the head 

lands of the worker bees. Fed to the 
bones, it makes them capable of re- 
production. Fed to the developin  bee, 
it turns  her  into a  highly evolve8  bee, 
capable of laying 2,000 eggs a  day, in 
summer. When de  rived of this food, 
she stops laying; an a also by this means 
baby bees can be revented from be- 
coming true femares.  Somehow the 
bees have  learned the secret chemistry 
of life, and  their  materials come from 
centers of flowers. Scientists are  takin 
notice. Mystics  have  sacredly  guarde % 
the secret for thousands of years. 

The Soul-Psraonality 
The  human soul has these same  dy- 

namic forces within, these forces which 
are life, and which  students of the mys- 
teries learn to recognize  and use. And 
always,  for  those  who  can  read  them, 
the clues or symbols of the  mystery 
are to be seen in the center of the 
flower. For this reason, the  red rose 
on the golden  cross has been a  symbol 
of the Rosicrucian  Order  down the 
ages. 

V A V  

COLORFUL SEALS 
Brighten your packages, letters, and  Christmas cards with 

these attractive red-and-gold seals. In every part of the world 
then, they will shine like beacon lights beckoning man to a new 
day, a new year, a new  life.  With these, you  give  the Spirit of 
Christmas a new  meaning.  They  may be  used the entire year. 

A large package  of 100 seals costs only 60 cents (4/4 sterling). 

ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU 
ROSICRUCIAN PARK, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 

V A V  

I am a  little  impatient of being  told that property  bears all  the burden of the 
state. It bears those, indeed,  which can most easily be borne,  but  poverty  pays 
with its person the chief  expenses of war, pestilence, and  famine. 

” J A M E S  RUSSELL LOWELL, Democracy, 1889 
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By DR. H. SPENCER LEWS, I?. R. C. 
(From the Rosicrucian Digest, March 1930) 

~~ ~ 

Since thousands of readers of the Rosicrucian Digest have not read many of the earlier 

publishing each  month  one of his outstanding  articles, so that his thoughts  would  continue 
articles of our  late Imperator, Dr. H. Spencer Lewis,  we adopted the editorial policy of 

to reside within  the pages of this  publication. 

~~ ~ 

I s IT a law of the 
spiritual world that 

we should suffer in 
order that  we  may 

Eted her experiences 
ow? A woman  re- 

of the past  ten 
or more  and $,,, ound 
considerable help in 
the explanations we 
had been able to give 
her. 

We   canno t  forget 
the esoteric symbolism 
of the Rosy  Cross. This 

E c r o s s   r e p r e s e n t s  
bo1 explains that 

the body of man  with 
arms outstretched and 
eyes  upraised, petition- 
in God and  theHeav- 
en 7 y Hosts to lessen 
the suffering, trials, and tribulations 
which  crucify the body, purge it, and 
bring  about  regeneration. The rose on 
the cross represents  the soul of man  in 
its  spiritual  unfoldment becoming  more 
beautiful, more fragrant,  and more in- 
spiring  through  the sufferings and trials 
of the body. 

B this symbolism we are reminded 
of L e  fact  that  it  is a  fundamental  law 
of the spiritual world that through 
physical  and  mental  suffering and 
through  the tests and trials that come 
to the consciousness of the soul, man 
in his  mortal, objective consciousness 

ows  more spiritual and more master- 
T h e  El. Trials  and sufferings attune us 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  with  the sorrows of the world and make 

Digest and kindly, in our  attitude  toward  oth- 
us more sympathetic,  more tolerant 

L h e m b e r  ers. Our own personal experiences  teach 
1953 us the great lessons of life, and  through 
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these we evolve and 
unfold our characters 
and personalities like 
the  etals of the rose 
unfoyd to give the rose 
its grand  and beauti- 
ful  form  and the ful- 
fillment of the seed 
from  which it came. 

Jesus  more often 
wept than smiled. And 
the greatest of earthly 
masters  preceding Him 
or trying to follow his 
footsteps have  learned 
that to smile with the 
sunshine  in  human 
life and to grieve with 
it  in its sufferings tends 
to make  life  abundant- 
ly expressive. Until we 
can  sense the  heart- 

aches of the millions who compose our 
divine kith  and kin on earth  and  until 
we  can  share  wholeheartedly their suf- 
ferings, we cannot be one with  them; 
and  until  we  are one with  all con- 
sciousness on the  earth  we cannot be 
one with the Absolute and  the Divine. 
This is the  true  law  and principle of 
Atonement, which after  all is AT-ONE 
MENT. 

The problem  which  confronted this 
woman,  however,  was not  that of shar- 
ing in the sufferings and tribulations 
of all  mankind  but of voluntarily as- 
suming  a  large portion of the trials and 
tribulations of one  whom she  had se- 
lected to be her  partner in life. Should 
she continue  to hold  back drinking her 
own cup of life  to  drink  only of hls 
cup  with him? Or should she  allow 
the evolution of her soul and  the  growh 
and development of her  character  and 



ersonality to continue  on  its  way un- 
tampered by the restrictions which the 
life of the other seems to ‘demand? Here 
is  a  problem that  is a serious one and 
one  which  must be faced  by  many,  and 
properly  met. 

DivLne Law 
According to  all of the spiritual laws 

of the universe, the soul, resident with- 
in each one of us, is a part of the  uni- 
versal soul, and its temporary  residence 
in a  physical body here on the  earth 

t i s  been divine& %creed and Jvinely 
ane  is for a u ose. That urpose 

authorized. It is not within the power 
of man’s arbitrary decision nor  within 
the jurisdiction of his voluntary  judg- 
ment to direct the course of that soul 
in its growth or evolvement. Just as 
man is failing to fulfill his divine m i s -  
sion b refusing to ennit  the soul to 
expan$ beyond its  ptysical prison and 
physical limitations, so man is failing 
to obey the divine  decree  and is com- 
mitting  a sin against the soul when he 
voluntarily checks or  prevents the 

the soul 8,s  starte1 or  whch has  been 
course of ersonalit development which 

its  joy  and privilege for some time in 
the past. In  the s iritual world there 
are  no unions an B no associations of 
souls that  require  the  annihilation or 
the suspension of personal  development 
and  attainment. In the  material affairs 
of man such  unions  have become a 
custom and a law of man, but like 
many  other laws of man, this particular 
one 1s inconsistent with divine  law. 

It is  true  that  the perfect marriage 
is  one  wherein two properly  attuned 
soul-personalities, each  a  complement of 
the other, unite  in  what is truly  an 
alchemical or  spiritual  marriage,  the 
physical  marria e being  merely  a legal 
ritual acknowlefging the previous splr- 
itual union. When such  marriages oc- 
cur  and such  mating exists, there is no 
likelihood of a  restncting influence u 
on either  erson  preventing  the f$ 
and natur3 progress of the s iritual 
development of each.  But  suc E mar- 
riages are  rare and most certainly do 
not exist in  the case where one partner, 
one  person of the union, not only is 
out of sym athy  with  the ideals and 
desires of &e other, but  attempts to 
restrain  and discoura e  such  spiritual 
progress as seems to ‘b e the desire of 
the other. 

The problem resolves  itself into  the 
question as to whether  a  married  person 
owes a greater duty to the  marriage 
partner  or to his soul. From the spirit- 
ual  point of view, the  first  duty of every 
human being is to obey the dictates and 
desires of the divine consciousness with- 
in, regardless of family ties or  earthly, 
material obligations. If obedience  to 
this duty results in a  separation of 
earthly unions or a  breaking of earthly 
agreements, it is a regrettable thing, but 
not in any sense the sin of the  Karmic 
transgression that results from  denying 
one’s soul-personality the experience, 
growth, and evolvement  which it re- 
quires. 

Obligations tn Advancement 
Every  attempt  should be made to ful- 

fill earthly obhgations  and  agreements 
that have been solemnly made, and noth- 
ing should be done that will bring  un- 
necessary grief and sorrow, disappoint- 
ment, or unhappiness into  the hfe of 
another. Concessions should be made 
to meet  more than  halfway  the desires 
of those  dependent  upon us and to ful- 
fill our duties, But this attitude  and 
practice should  not go so far as to com- 
pletely terminate  or  suspend  the per- 
sonal  development for which the soul is 
a  temporary resident within  a human 
body. 

The advancement of civilization and 
the evolution of the  human  mind have 
come about  through the exercise of the 
divine privileges of the soul in man. Its 
evolvement  has lifted physical man 
higher  and  higher in the scale of ex- 
pression, and higher and higher in the 
com rehension of natural  and spirit- 
ual P aws until man has become more 
ambitious to live a  clean life. Most of 
the advancement  has been achieved by 
the pioneering personalities in the past, 
who have been willing  and  ready to 
step beyond the chains  and fetters of 
custom and common  belief and risk 
everything in answering  the  call of 
the  still small voice within. If the 
majority of these persons had  given 
first  consideration to their  immediate 
physical obligations and to the  criti- 
cisms, discouraging comments, and 
serious  obstacles put in their  path  by 
those who would not follow them, civil- 
ization would not  have  made the ad- 
vancement it has  made. The  spiritual 
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development of man would still be in 
its  very primitive  state so far as outer, 
worldly expression is concerned. 

Each of us must  carry his cross; and 
regardless of how  hea it  may be 
made  by those who shoug  in fact, help 
to lighten it,  we  must go on  and on, 
traveling  the  ath  that leads onward 
and upward, o P ten  taking us away from 
the  hghways  into  the byways,  away 

from  the multitudes and among the 
few, but  always  with our faces turned 
toward the  Greater Light. We  must o 
on  with  our cross and,  by  its wei !t 
and  by  the  trials  and sorrows, sufkr- 
ings and  pains that  are brought to  the 
human body and consciousness, lift u 
our  personality until  it cries aloud  an$ 
rejoices in its beautiful attunement 
m t h  the  spiritual world  above. 

V A V  

The Essence 
Of Time 

By ELOISE FMNCO, F. R. C. 

SSENCE is a  strange word. 
Time is also a conception 
that is not  quite clear to 
many.  Therefore, to un- 
derstand the relationship 
between  them it is neces- 
sary to know in what 
sense each is being used. 
That which man calls 

essence means for him  “that which is,” 
the completeness of a  thing in itself, 
whatever that thin may become when 
in manifestation. i u t  time in the pop- 
ular sense of the word  would not  a - 
pear to consist of that which  is possibye 
of containing essence. 

Now, therefore, the  first  thing  to be 
considered is the composition of time. 
What is it?  What is the basis for its 
use at  all?  Time is useful, we  all  must 
agree. But what is it that we use  when 
we say  that we use  time? We use our 
consciousness. Then  the Essence of 
Time  must be within  the consciousness. 

How is this so? When  the  early wise 
men first began to divide the passing 
of existence into  countable periods, 
they noticed first the  great  rhythms of 

The the Universe. The sun rose and set in R~~~~~~~~~~ unfailing regularity. The seasons fol- 
lowed  one after  another  without fail. 

Dige5t Even  the tiny lights in  the  sky which 
Dectmber they called stars wheeled in pro ession 
1953 through  the  sequence of the  Zogac. 
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But there was  a further question in 
the minds of these wise  ones. There 
must be a reason for this orderly  change 
which  manifested itself as rhythm. If 
they could find  what it was that caused 
this rhythm,  then  they would have 
conceived the realization of the Essence 
of Time itself. So they began their 
search for a  First Cause. 

Looking into  their  minds  they said, 
“What is it that is Cause in us? ’ Each 
said to himself, “That which is within 
me that causes me to know must be 
that Cause.” Then  they concluded that 
that which  made  them aware or capa- 
ble of “knowing”  was that condibon 
known as  consciousness. This conscious- 
ness, then, must be the  quality of that 
First Cause in them. 

Consciousness as a  quality of the 
First Cause in  the expression of man 
must also then be found in  the  other 
expressions of the earth. They watched 
the seeds sprout  from the darkness of 
the  earth  into  the  light of the sun, 
growing  each  into the  plant  that was 
its own nature. No corn  was  ever 
grown into wheat;  no  generation of 
corn could  become the  nature of any- 
thing else. Was it the consciousness 
within  that seed that so directed its 

Could, then, it be  consciousness that 
directed those other cycles of the de- 

growth? 



velopment of existence: the seasons, the 
circling of the  sun  to cause the appear- 
ance of day  and night, even  the orbits 
of the  stars?  Thus  far  their own con- 
sciousness had shown  them the  way to 
understanding. Now it must be the 
consciousness of that  First Cause  itself 
which  must  demonstrate  the  integral 
part of earth  and heaven  which con- 
sciousness  is. 

New  concepts  must be made clear to 
man  through his own consciousness  be- 
fore  he would  be  capable of understand- 
ing Consciousness of the Whole.  There- 
fore this  First Cause turned man's  mind 
again  inward to new knowing within 
the  hearts of the wise  ones. This know- 
ing was a  conception of  Being-a won- 
derful belief in the One, That Which 
Is. T h i s  Being, which they called God, 
was in Itself all  that was, all  that is, 
all  that ever  will be. 

Then  they  felt within that One the 
great Love, or desire for expression in 
Existence. As this desire became the 
Will to Create, the idea of that which 
was to be created  was  formed  within 
the all-inclusive Mind of t h i s  One.  Con- 
sciousness thus  came  into existence 
carrying  out  that idea  into expression 
through  the  Energy or motion set into 
action by  that  Will to Create. Con- 
sciousness, then, was the conception  of 
W s  idea  carried  into expression. Each 

idea  conceived  by the  Creator  would 
forever  remain in  that Mind, but  the 
consciousness which was ex ressing it 
would, by law,  pass throug K the con- 
ditions necessary for the complementary 
Energy to attain  the expresslon in com- 
pleteness. This completeness  would be 
(as  the  idea  retained in the  Mind of 
the Creator)  instantly expressed.  But 
the thought of man, conceiving only 
as he is stimulated by  the  Energy set 
into motion at  the direction of this  One 
Consciousness, came to believe that 
each  separate  stimulus was instigated 
in a  separate  condition  which he called 
time. 

Thus because man could perceive 
only  one  thought at a  time  within his 
mind  he conceived a relationship be- 
tween  thoughts  which  came to be his 
consciousness of time. But in the  Mind 
of the Creator  all  things me; therefore, 
all t h i n g s  are known and  there  is  only 
the relationship between  expression of 
those things  which takes place by 
means of consciousness. 

Consciousness, then (and the wise 
ones ever  knew)  was  the  one  and  only 
conceivable relationship between things 
in manifestation. Because this relation- 
ship  to  man  is placed in the condition 
he knows as Tune, consciousness can 
therefore  only be known to him as the 
Essence of Time. 

V A V  

ATTENTION, HIERARCHY  MEMBERS 
Those  who  have  attained to the  Hierarchy and  understand  the  purpose  and  im- 

portance of these  special  Contact  Periods are invited to participate  in,  and  report on, the 
following occasion. The  time shown is Pacific  Standard  Time. 

Thursday,  February 18, 1954, at 8:OO p.m. I 
Mark  this  date on your  calendar.  Arrange in advance  for a few  uninterrupted 

minutes  at  this time. You may aid the  Hierarchy  and as well  benefit  yourself.  Please 
indicate  your  key  number  and  the  last  monograph  received, as well  as  your  Degree, in 
reporting  to  the  Imperator. Due to his  journey  abroad,  it  may be that  the  Imperator 
will  acknowledge  the  August  reports at  the  time of his  formal  acknowledgment of 
those  received  following  the  February  Contact  Period. 
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with  putting lesson ma- 
terial  into ractice in a 
time of rea P stress: At a 
time  scheduled for one 
of the home experiments, 

this soror writes: 
I was  sitting in a courthouse,  waiting 

for a jury to bring in its  verdict on my 

manslaughter,  as  a  result of an automo- 
husband,  who  had been charged with 

bile  accident. I did  not  remember the 
experiment, until I gradually  felt  a  warm, 
tingling glow throughout my body, and 
the words of the Rosicrucian chant came 
to yind-‘Oh, love that knoweth of no 
fear.  And  (“where are the words  to 

though I were  envelo ed by arms around 
describe the  next sensation?) I felt  as 

me,  and  held close. I looked at  my watch, 

knew  that  one of the miracles I’d been 
and  remembered the experiment; then, I 

expecting  had  really  happened. 

came  to me. At 8:30, we  heard  that  a 
“Almost at once, the  words ‘not guilty’ 

verdict  had been reached,  and at 9:00 
o’clock, the court  announced what I al- 
ready knew-‘not guilty.’-Soror L.T.B., 
California 

V A V  
Another  “Minute  Sermonette”  by 

A. C. L., our  Mystical  Minister of the 
Airways,  has been  brou ht to this de- 
partment’s attention. d e  two so far 
noted-one in July  and one in Sep- 
tember-were seemingly appreciated. 

out ceasing.” This cannot mean  that we 
We are told in  the Bible to  “pray  with- 

should spend all of our  time  on  our  knees 
in continuous  prayer  with God. I t  does 
mean, however, that we  should start the 
day  by consciously dedicating  ourselves  to 
the service of Almighty God.  Ask Him to 
guide you in your  daily work, contacts, 
and decisions. In this way  the momentum 
of the spirit of prayer  will be carried  out 
while you are doing your  regular work. 
You will be  less selfish and  more con- 
siderate in your  dealings  with  others. You 
will  learn to serve  others,  not for what 
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you  get  out of it, but because you h o w  
you are complying  with the law of God. 
Make your  contact  with God first, and 
then  the  spirit of prayer  will work itself 
out .in a  day of purposeful  living  and 
semce. This is prayer  without cearing. 

U A V  
Last  July,  the article “Can You Ex- 

plain  This?”  concerned itself with an 

store who  was  literally  blinded  by  a 
experience of a man in an antique 

force which  “attacked” him when  he 
went  behind the counter  for  a closer 
look at some jewelry. He said the form- 
er owner  who  had passed through 
transition was still there. The com- 
ments, queries, and  explanations  have 
been many.  The following  comments 
from Soror Snider of Kentucky may 
offer those interested the satisfactory 
explanation for which they  are seeking: 

Mme. Jeanette, the  former owner, is 
evidently  what is called  earth-bound-still 
wandering in darkness.  She  was too much 
attached  to  worldly  baubles  and success 
along  monetary h e s ,  and so has  not 
found her  way  out of the strangle hold of 

physical body. 
the  material even  though  out of the 

Evidently the visitor,  either in the  pres- 

nuisance  to Mme. Jeanette in  her shop 
ent body, or in a  past  incarnation,  was a 

while  she  ran  it and  she still resents  his 

gear him, while he, not  being in attune- 
eering  around  there.  She could see and 

ment, could neither see nor  hear  her.  Her 
only  way  to  deter his eering  about  the 
shop was the seeming bfindness  visited on him. 

If either  he or the present  shopkeeper 

kind  way  reminded her  that she  was no 
could have sensed her  presence  and in a 

longer in  the physical,  and that  the shop 
was  no  longer  hers, it would  have helped. 

V A V  
The days at Rosicrucian Park  are 

busy  and exciting. There  is continuous 
activity and  the business of reporting 
hap  enings is pretty  much catch-as- 
catci-can. A few of the more striking 
events are herewith presented: 



The new  wing  on the Museum  makes 
possible a  much better display of choice 
Assyrian,  Babylonian, and Egyptian 
items. These  are now the things the 
visitor sees first. The downstairs  is 
spacious and  inviting. * * *  

Frater Harold  Hershenow of the In- 
ternational  Lecture Board is now in the 
midst of a series of lectures in Toronto, 
Ontario. Frater John La Buschagne, 
the most recent  addition to  that board, 
after several months at Rosicmcian 
Park has  gone to Australia for a  lecture 
tour. 

Lunchtime at  the  Park is also lay- 
time. The Halloween  spirit s t r u %  rn 
the  Inquiry  Department sooner than 
elsewhere this year, for one noontime 
some four or five of them amused them- 
selves and  all  passers-by by displaying 
full sets of rotruding uppers. It was 
quite  a too t?l some  show  even if only 
paraffin. 

* * *  

* * *  
The SPCA has ardent  and  loyal 

helpers in the  Park. Strays of almost 
any kind are gentl cared for. One of 
the officers reportefthat in one depart- 
ment  at closing time  a lost cat  was be- 
ing  made cozy for  the  night  in a desk 
basket lined  with  a  light wool-stole. 
The night  light  was carefully shaded 
and  a  can of catfood  complete with  can 
opener and  na kin were at  hand for a 
midnight snaci. Well,  everyone else 
uses can  openers; so it’s high  time  ani- 
mals  catch on. * * *  

One  office door in  the  Park has  for 
years carried a sign in six languages 
saying politely, “Keep Out”;  another, 
has  a notice never  changed which reads, 
“Out to Lunch.” Now something  new 
has been  added: An office  door that 
has  a  new  sign  every  day. One day it 
reads, “No Interruptions  Today”;  the 
next, it says,  “Come  Back Thursday.” 
Strangely  enough,  thou h, every  time 
this department calls t a e sign reads, 
“Get Lost.” 

V A V  
An excellent class in art ap recia- 

tion was  conducted in  the  Art 8 allery 
of the Rosicrucian Egyptian,  Oriental 
Museum  on  Sunday, October 11. At 
that time Mr. Thomas C. Leighton 
spoke on  “Art Principles of Yesterday 

and  Today.” He illustrated his points 
by  reference to prints of well-known 
masterpieces of the past. 

Mr. Leighton,  who is president of the 
Society of Western Artists, is a  portrait 
painter, and  at present  has his studio 
in San Francisco. Those who attended 
his lecture  had  immediate  opportunity 
to consider  what he had said regarding 
time, space,  tone,  color, and movement 
in relation to his own work which  lined 
the  Gallery walls, and which  remained 
on  display  throughout October. 

That  Mr. Leighton is a careful, seri- 
ous, and  observant  painter  cannot be 
denied. H i s  work  bears  every  mark 
of a  thou8htiul  craftsman. Since he is 
a portraitist, one  can easily assume that 
he is interested in people. His portraits 
indicate that  he knows them, too. But 
more than  that,  Mr. Leighton’s  work 
shows that  he wants  nothmg to escape 
him that  can be dealt with in line, tone, 
shape,  and color. Stone  is  not glass, 
nor is flesh,  wool; and  yet  as  a differ- 
ence of vibratory  note distinguishes 
them in reality, so paint, stroke, li ht 
and shadow, must  make  them equaky 
separate  on  canvas. 

One can in almost  every case-cer- 
tainly in the still-life pictures included 
-imagine the problem Mr. Leighton 
set for himself, How does pewter take 
light in comparison with  copper? Is it 
possible to  aint  transparency in blue, 
yellow, a n t  red  with  the same  brush 
stroke? What about brocade and  taf- 
feta? These  questions  help the  artist 
in decidin  what he will aint  and 
how he wql com ose the  ezments of 
his picture-whezer it will be still life, 
portrait, or landsca e. Working in re- 
verse fashion  from $e finished product, 
step by step back to  the beginning, is 
just as pleasurable  and  rewarding to 
the  layman  and  certainly heightens his 
appreciation. 

One  doesn’t  do anything”certainly 
not thinking-without learning some- 
thing. And  what we learn of It is  the 
result of our  own thinkin  and im- 
mediately  enlarges our unferstanding 
of life. 

Such an understanding, Mr. Lei h- 
ton’s work  can help, for he is a teac a er 
who subtly  brings  meaning to things 
which  without his help  might  have  been 
overlooked. 
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an underlYf 
For one thing, he somehow  suggests 

unity in all  the diversity. 
Out of s a ows emerges light, and 
background tones split into color  ob- 
jects themselves, while  contrariwise 
things distinct, individual and  full of 
color, recede to a  background  which 
blends  them  all  into  a  harmonious blur. 
A host of sermons in itself! 

Again the  intriguin profile portrait 
-a curving  line of lig % t and life, mys- 
tical  and  lovely as in Candace. There 
is  a poetic  softness there-the gold of 
the  hair,  the velvety blackness of the 
gown, the lowered  eyelids and fleetin 
smile. The  title reads Candace-anf 
that  in itself is history and poetry  and 
romance, recalling ancient Ethiopia. All 
the same,  one visitor involuntarily ex- 
claimed, “My Last Duchess’’ and 
thought of that lovely lady of Ferrara 
with whose story Browning’s  poem  con- 

cerns itself. But Candace or  the Last 
Duchess that  “faint half-flush that dies 
along the  throat” is there, making this 
portrait  by M r .  Leighton  one to be 
proud of. 

But this artist is not  all sweetness 
and  light as he proves in his 
of Zilba in black sheath  with f%%$ 
scarf. 

Again  there  is the in-between  charm 
in the  portrait of Jessie Murlin in pastel, 

An outstanding  study in  the exhibit 
is The Mirror. This could  be called Mr. 
Leighton’s masterpiece  thus far.  The 
harmony of space  disposition, the soft- 
ness, warmth  and richness of tone, 
mauve, coral, sienna, flesh, and black, 
and  beauty of line  all  combine  to  make 
this by  far  the most rewarding piece 
of work. It in itself is enough to estab- 
lish solidly the character of Leighton 
as an artist. 

V A V  

U 

By MONA LONDON CALDWELL of Venemela 
(This article first appeared in Spanish in the periodical Vidu y Letras) 

N these times of continual  is cast aside by the obscurity of ni ht. 
campaigns  for In the  day is the joy of doing and  fiv- 
this or that wor ycause, ing, and in the  night  is  the peace of 
the question  often arises meditation and rest. 
as to how  much to give, The soil  gives forth  its  nourishment 
or  whether to give at  all  and  the rose blooms with its soft per- 
in certain cases. Fre-  fume. The mother gives birth  to  the 
uently  the  complaint is child, and from the child she receives 

%at  toomuch is  expected, the joy of having given. 
that too much is asked.  Sometimes an The strong man gives his hand  to 
argument arises against donations con- the  halt  man,  and in giving his hand, 
cerning even worthy projects-an  at- he receives the added strength of see- 
tempt is made to criticize these works ing  the  halt  man lifted up. The lad 
as being ineffective, or  not  being  han- gives his eyes to the blind  passerby and 
dled as we would  expect them to be guides him past  a  dangerous street, and 
handled.  Often too there is a definite the lad receives a  spark of the  inner 
seeking  for an excuse not to give. sight that  he did  not  have before. 

When will mankind learn  that  only Without giving! there  can be no re- 
in giving may one receive? That  the ceiving.  Eve hm is an exchange, 
fullness of receiving is in the  very  act nothing is in $Fi epen ent. No man can 

The of giving? Giving with no expectation live b himself alone. When  man 
Rosicrucian of thanks, with no anticipation of re- t h i n k s  i e  can cease givin he  must die; 

ward, is the. only true giving that  re- he cannot receive that w 8) ich gives him 
Digest sults in receiving. life, because he would not  share it. 
December The obscurit of night gives forth “Cast thy bread u on  the waters, 
1953 to the  light of B ay, and in turn the sun for  thou  shalt find it age, many days.” 

t ! P g  to 
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RABBITS PLAY PART IN ROSE-CROIX  RESEARCH  PROGRAM 

recorded by Paracelsus.  James  Morpan.  Chemistrv  instructor.  is  shown  recording  the weieht of one  rabbit as it is held on 
Faculty members of Rose-Croix University are  pictured with rabbits used to  test  the  efficacy of certain  herb  formulas  as 





T H E  P U R P O S E  OF 
T H E  R O S I C R U C I A N  O R D E R  

ll The  Rosicrucian  Order,  existing  in  all  civilized  lands,  is a nonsectarian  fraternal  body of men 
and women  devoted  to  the  investigation,  study,  and  practical  application of natural  and  spiritual 
laws.  The  purpose  of  the  organization  is  to  enable  all  to  live  in  harmony  with  the  creative,  con- 
structive  Cosmic  forces  for  the  attainment of health,  happiness.  and peace. The  Order  is  inter- 
nationally  known as "AMORC" (an  abbreviation).  and-  the AMORC- in America and all  other 

not  sell i ts  teachings. I t  gives  them  freely  to  affiliated  members  together  with  many  other  benefits. 
lands  constitutes  the  only  form of Rosicrucian  activities  united  in  one  body.  The AMORC does 

For  complete  information  about  the  benefits  and  advantages of Rosicrucian  association  write a 
letter  to  the  address below,  and  ask  for  the  free book  The  Mastery of Life.  Address  Scribe 
S. P. C., in  care of 

AMORC TEMPLE Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose,  California, U.S.A. (Cable  Address: "AMORCO") 

Commonwealth and Empire, France,  Switzerland,  and Africa:  Ralph M. Lewis. F. R.  0.-Imperator 
Supreme  Executive for the International  Jurisdictioh of North,  Central, and  South America,  British 

D I R E C T O R Y  
LODGES and  CHAPTERS  throughout  the  WORLD 

The  following  are  chartered  Rosicrucian  Lodges  and  Chapters  in  various  nations of the  world.  The 
"American Directory" for  Lodqes  and  Chapters  in  the  United  States will appear  in  the  next  issue of the 
Rosicrucian  Digest.  The 1nterna:ional and  Amencan  directories  alternate  monthly. 

AUSTRALIA 

Adelaide'  Chapter, 12 Pir;e St. A.  A. Linquist, 
Adelaide  South  Australia. 
Master. 10 Sturdee  St..  Linden  Park. 
Brisbane  Queensland. 
Brisbane'  Chapter H h y  Trinity  Church  Hall 
combe.  Master, 56 Procyon  St.,  Coorparoo,  Bris- 
Wickham  St.,  The'  Valley,  Brisbane.  E. P. New: 

Melbourne  Victoria' 
bane S. E. 2. 

Harmony  'Chapter, i5 Russell  St. Mrs. J. M. 
Eckhardt.  Master, 86 Gladstone  St.,  Kew  E 4. 
Sydney  N S W.: 
Skdney' Ciai ter .  I.O.O.F.  Hall. Miss J. M. 
Swinton.  Master,  7 York St. 

BRAZIL 
Rio  de  Jaheiro:' 
Rio  de  Janeiro  Lodge  Praca  da  Independencia 
10, 2" andar.  Maria h. Moura,  Master,  Caixa 
Postal 3246. 
Sao Paulo: 
Sa0 Paulo  Chapter  Rua Riachuelo 27'5 8' Andar, 
Salas 815-16. H. De Paula  Franca,  Master, 10' 
Andar, Ave. Rangei  Pestana 271. 

BRITISH  WEST  AFRICA 
Yaba  Nigeria. 
Yaba' Chapter'  The  Ladi  Lak  Institute 68 Aki- 
wunmi  St. T. A. Ogunbiyi,  Master, 'Box 20, 
Ebute Metta. 

CANADA 
Calgary  Alberta. 
Calga&'  Chapter: 421 - 12th St., N. W. J. 0. 
Lockie,  Master, 433 - 29th Ave.. N. E. 
Edmonton  Alberta. 
Edmonton'  Chapter' 10169 - lOard St. Cecile Bar- 
nick,  Master, 1160d - 69th St. 
Hamilton  Ont. : 
Hamilton'  Chapter 194 Main St  East 0. G. 
Kingdon,  Master, '164 Melville St'.', Dundas. 
Montreal Que. : 
Mount  Rbyal  Chapter,  Victoria  Hall,  Westmount. 
A. Jones,  Master, 301 Melrose Ave., Verdun. 
Toronto  Ont ** 
Toronto'   Loiie,  137 Avenue Rd.,  Robertson's 
Reception  Centre.  Bruce  Quan,  Master, 237 Rob- 
ert  St. 
Vancouver  B C. :* 
Vancouver'  Lddge, 805 W. 23rd Ave. Dr. D. C. 
MacDonald,  Master, 3004 Garden  Drive. 
Windsor  Ont. : 
Windsor'  Cha  ter, 808 Marion Ave. Mrs.  Elsa 
Fry,  Master, h 9  Raymo  Rd. 
Winnipe  Man. : 

360 Young S t  S Ethel n Waiiace  Master,  Th6 
Charles Bans Dean  Chapter  Royal  Templar  Hall 
Princeton,  Siite '409, 34-9 Broadway. 

CHILE 

Tell-El-Amarna  Chapter  Ciasificador 163 San 
Ssntiago: 
Diego, 224-G. Margarita'Lanas.  Master,  Vbrgara 
664-A. 

CUBA 
Camaguey: 
Guillermo E.  Santiago,  Master,  Republica 375. 
Camaguey ChaDter. Independencia  y  Raul  Lamar. 

Menfis  Chapter,  Academia  Sampedro-Rodriguez. 
Cieco  de Avila. Camaguey: 
Jose  Sanz  Sablon,  Master,  Estacion  de  Ferrocarril. 
Cienfuegos: 
Cienfueros  Chapter. H. Domingues,  Master, 
Anartado 167. *ivaUa:~ ~ ~ - - 

Luz  Caballero," Santa  Emilia 416: altos Santos 
Havana  Chapter, Masonic  Temple "JosB de  la 
SuBrez. Julian  Pereyra  Rivero,  Master.  Corrales 
414, Bajos. 
Matanzas: 
Matanzas  Chapter,  Masonic  Lodge "Sol No. 36," 
Medio 188%. Zoraida  Curbelo  Galvez,  Master, 
Tello  Lamar 90-A. 
Sahtiago: 
Heliopolis  Chapter,  "Logia  Fraternidad No. 1." 
Calle Desiderio Faiardo  (Esquina  Gral.  Portu- 
ondo). Juan U. Solozano,  Master,  R. P. Salcedo 
No. 310. 

DENMARK AND NORWAY 
Copenha  en'* 
way.  Arthur  Sundstrup,  Grand  Master,  Vester 
The AM%RC Grand  Lodge of Denmark  and Nor- 
Voldgade 104. 

Truiiilo: 
Trujillo  Chapter,  Edificio Copello, Apt. 401. 
A. R. L'Official,  Master, Calle Jose  Trujillo 
Valdez 199. 

Cairo : 
Amenhotep  Grand  Lodge.  Salim C. Saad,  Grand 
Master,  Box 1073. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

EGYPT 

ENGLAND 
The AMORC Grand  Lodge of Great  Britain. 
Ave., Westbury  Park,  Bristol 6. 
Raymund  Andrea,  Grand  Master, 34 Bayswater 

Birmingham : 
Birmingham  Chapter  Warwick  Room  Imperial 
Rednal.  Birminpham. 
Hotel.  H.  W.  Steers,'  Master, 32 Ryde  'Park  Rd., 

Liverpool: 
Pythagoras  Chapter  Stork  Hotel  Room A, 
Queens  Square.  Wm. G. Burgess,'  Master, 11 
Ememont  Promenade.  Waliasev.  Cheshire. 
Lohdon: 
Francis  Bacon  Chapter  Institute of Journalists 
2-4 Tudor  St.  E. L. 'L.  Turnbull,  Master,  5i 
Sunningdale  Rd.,  Cheam,  Surrey. 

_ .  

Manchester: 
John  Dalton  Chapter  St.  Michaels  Spath  Road 
Didsbury.  Miss  E.  Brough,  Mastkr, 50 Church 
Lane,  Marpie,  Cheshire. 

Byron  Chapter,  Memorial  Hall,  Unitarian  Church 
Nottingham: 
High  Pavement.  R. A. Gullick,  Master, 46 Cast16 
Bivd. 

(Directory  Continue on Next  Page) 



FRANCE 
Mlle. Jeanne  Guesdon Sec., 56 Rue  Gambetta, 
Villeneuve-Saint-GeorgLs (Seine & Owe). 

GERMANY 
AMORC, Muenchen 7, Schliessfach 52, Bavaria. 

HAITI 
Port-au-Prince: 
Martinez  de  Pasqually  Chapter,  Grand-Rue 168. 
Maurice  Maxmilien,  Master,  Box 77-B. 

HOLLAND 
Amsterdam:' 
De  Rosekruisers  Orde,  Groot-Loge  der  Neder- 
landen. J. Coops, Grand  Master,  Hunsestraat 141. 

INDONESIA 
Bandung  Java. 
Mrs. M. b. Zeydel,  Grand  Master-General,  Djalan 
Sulandjana,  nr. 1. 

ITALY 
Rome : 
Italian  Grand  Lod  e of AMORC (Direct  in- 
quiries  regarding  &e,  actiyities of this  Lodge 
to A. M. 0. R. C.. Rosicrucian Park,  San  Jose, 
California.) 

MEXICO 
Guadalajara: 
Anahauc  Chapter,  Calle  Madero 152. Leon  Klem- 
chak.  Master. ADartadO 1314. 
Mexico, D. F.:' 

uetzalcoatl  Lodge  Calle  de  Colombia 24. Srta 
8elia  Chagin,  Mast&, Av. San  Antonio 95, Colonii 
Napoles, Mexico, D. F. 
Monterrey  N I.: 
Monterrey'  Chapter, Calle Dpblado 622 Norte. 
A. Omana Del C.. Master,  Lmares 312, Colonla 
Chapultepec,  Monterrey. 

. -  

NETHERLANDS  WEST  INDIES 
Sau Nicolas  Aruba. 
Aruba  Chapier. 320 Bernhard  St. C. H.  Walters, 
Master, Box 5 0 ,  San  Nicolas. 

Curacao Chi  ter  Klipstrast 27 Percival  Tucker, 
Willemstad  Curacao: 
Master,  Hoofdkintoor,  C P. L'M.,  Emmastad. 

NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland: 
Auckland  Chapter,  Victoria  Arcade.  Room 317. 
Mrs. F. F. Howarth,  Master, New Lynn. 
Wellihgton: 
Wellington  Chapter 54-56 Cuba  Street P. L. G. 
Holthouse,  Master,  'Omahanui,  South  Makaro. 

PANAMA 
Panama: 
Panama  Chapter  Logia  Masonica  de  Panama. 
Abraham  Yunda,'  Master,  Seccion  Chorrillo. 

PERU 
Lima: 
Elvira  Santa  Maria,  Master.  Avenida  Reducto 450, 
Lima  Chapter,  Plateros  de  San  Pedro 126. Sra. 

Miraflores. Peru. 
PUERTO  RICO 

Ponce: 
Ponce  Chapter 19 Rosich  St.  Fernando  L.  Matias, 
Master, % Po&e  Cement  Corporation. 

Luz  de AMORC Chapter,  Ponce  de  Leon Ave. 
San Juan: 
1658 Stop 24 Santurce.  Arnaldo  Guzman  Belaval, 
Maker. Callk Suau 657, Parada 14%. Santurce. 

SCOTLAND 
Glasgow: 
The  Saint  Andrew  Chapter,  Toc  H.  Buchanan 
St.  Alexander D. Hunter,  Master, 34 Rankin 
Drive,  Largs,  Ayrshire. 

SOUTH  AFRICA 
Cape Town: 
Good Hope  Cha  ter  Oddfellows  Hall 86 Plein 
St.  Ernst  Landsieri,  Master, 31 Rosemead Ave., 
Oranjezicht, Cape Town. 
Johannesburg: 
Southern Cross Chapter,  Rand  Women's  Club, 
Jeppe & Joubert Sts. G. G. Remington,  Master, 
Box 7061. 

SWEDEN 
Malmo :* 
Grand  Lodge  "Rosenkorset."  Albin  Roimer, 
Grand  Master, Box 30. Skalderviken,  Sweden. 

URUGUAY 
Montevideo. 
Titurel  Chapter,  Avenida  Millan 2638. Raoul 
Delay,  Master,  Constituyente 1492. 

VENEZUELA 
Barquisimeto : 
Barqulslmeto  Chapter  Avenida 20 No. 75 Apar- 
tad0  Postal No. 64. Jkcobo  Bendahan B., Master, 
Carrera 17, No. 247. 
Caracas : * 
Alden  Lodge, Calle Norte 11. Valentin  Rivero, 
Master,  San  LUIS  A  Sta.  Isabel 94, San  Jose, 
Caracas. 
Maracaibo: 
Cenit  Chapter, Calle Belloso  Nr. 9-B. 27. Roger 
A. Leal  G.,  Master, Calle 93, No. 2-55. __ 
(* Initiations  are  performed.) 

Latin-American  Division 
Armsndo  Font  De La Jam, F. R. C., Deputy  Grand  Master 

California. U. S. A. 
Direct  inquiries  regarding  this  division  to  the  Latin-American  Division,  Rosicrucian  Park,  San  Jose, 

v v v  

one of the Rosicrucian  lodges  or chapters in your  vicinity? By 
reference  to the  Directory above,  you will find that lodge or 
chapter which may be adjacent to you. There you will receive 
a true  fraternal  and Rosicrucian  welcome. You may  share in 
the many privileges of a lodge  or chapter if you are  an active 
Rosicrucian member. Call or write to the address  shown and  in- 
quire about regular Convocations, and also about initiations and 
membership  advantages.  Such privileges are in addition to those 
which  you  now  enjoy as a  Sanctum Member. 
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EXCEPTIONAL OFFER 
This authentic Tibetan writing, if 

ordered separately, would  cost  as  much 

AN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A. Read  above for full details. but a bound book of 150 pages! 



THE following are  but a few of the many books of the 
Rosicrucian Library which are fascinating and instruc- 
tive to every reader. For a complete list and description 
of all  the books, write for FREE CATALOG.  Send 
orders and request to address  below. 
THE TECHNIQUE  OF THE MASTER 

By  Raymund Andrea, F. R. C. 
A guide to inner unfoldment. This book converts the  intangi- 
ble whispers of self into  forceful actions that  bring accomplish- 
ments in life.  Price, postpaid,  $2.00 (14/4 sterling). 

GLANDS-Our  Invisible Guardians  By  M. W. Kapp,  M. D. 
Do you realize  that  minute  organic substances-glands-often 
cause your weaknesses and  your  strong  points?  They  fashion 
your character and influence your  personality.  Each  glandular 
excess or deficiency  produces  a glandular type-a distinct kind 
of personality. Learn  what  your  glandular personality is. 11- 
lustrated.  Price, postpaid, $1.80 (12/10 sterling). 

ROSICRUCIAN QUESTIONS and ANSWERS with  Complete 
History of the  Order  By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D. 

The first complete authentic  history of the Rosicrucian Order. 
The book outlines answers to  hundreds of questions  dealing 
with  the history, teachings,  benefits and purposes of the Rosi- 
crucian  Order.  This is  a romantic but  true  tale of the seeker’s 
quest  for  light.  Price, postpaid, $2.50 (17/10 sterling). 

THE MYSTICAL LIFE OF  JESUS By H. Spencer  Lewis,  Ph.  D. 
The  real Jesus revealed at last! Here  are  the facts  relating to 
the  Immaculate Conception, the  birth, crucifixion, resurrection, 

bound. Price, postpaid,  $2.75 (19/8 sterling). 
and ascension that  will astound and  inspire  you.  Beautifully 

THE SANCTUARY OF SELF 
What could  be more essential than  the discovery of Self? What 

By Ralph  M.  Lewis, F. R. C. 

is this composite of your being-this  consciousness of your 

phases of a human being. The Mysteries, The Technique, The 
whole self?  This book presents the  amazing facts of the  four 

Bound in cloth. Price, postpaid,  $2.85  (51/-/4 sterling). 
Pitfalls,  and  Attainment. Learn how and  what you may  attain! 

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE DISCIPLE 
By Raymund  Andrea, F. R.  C. 

The  path  that  the masters trod! A modern description of the 

masters and  avatars of yore.  Reveals methods for  obtaining  the 
ancient esoteric path to spiritual  illumination  trod  by  the 

great light. Price, postpaid,  $2.15 (15/4 sterling). 

The Rosicrucian  Supply  Bureau 
ROSICRUCIAN  PARK, SAN JOSE,  CALIFORNIA, U. S. A. 


